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Obama
uses Web
to bypass
news media

MSU
group
studies
tuitions

By PHILIP ELLIOTT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Call
It Round Two of the news conference, with a big Internet
twist.
President Barack Obama took
questions from the White House
press corps on Tuesday in a
prime-time, East Room session
that represented the most formal
and time-honored of presidentand-reporter interactions. On
Thursday. he is taking to that
same room for another public
grilling — this time by regular
folks armed with questions submitted via the Internet and in
person, as part of a political
strategy to engage Americans
directly.
"It's a way for the president to
do what he enjoys doing out on
the road, but saves on gas."
press secretary Robert Gibbs
told reporters Wednesday.
By 7 a.m. Thursday, the White
House Web site had already
logged more than 77,000 questions.
Obama used the Internet to
build a grass-roots movement
that delivered the presidency
and raised unheard-of money.
Now in power, he is employing
the same online network and
style to speak — unfiltered with Americans.
The president already has
taken that tactic on the road,
spending two days on the West
Coast last week at town hallstyle meetings and appearing on
Jay Leno's late-night talk show.

New credit
model to be
recommended

M See Page 3A
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of showers and thunderstorms.
Lows around 50.
Friday...Mostly cloudy with a
30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
mid 60s.
Friday night.. Mostly cloudy
with a 50 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the upper 40s.
cloudy
Saturday.. Mostly
with a 50 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Highs in the mid 60s.
night ..Mostly
Saturday
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
of showers.
Lows in the lower 40s
cloudy.
Sunday . Mostly
Highs in the upper 50s.
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
he
Murray
State
University Board of
Regents Tuition Task
Force Wednesday night finalized the recommendations it
plans to make before the board
next month.
Regent Jeff Taylor. who acted
as the committee's chairman,
said he expected the Board of
Regents to meet in special session on April 13 to make decisions about the 2009-2010
budget before approving the
final version at the scheduled
May 29 board meeting. Last
night was the seventh task force
meeting and the last time they
planned to meet in person.
Taylor presented a preliminary:
rough draft of what their pro-,
posal to the board would be;
which was based mostly on discussion at the previous meeting.
Task force members agreed to
recommend that tuition not be
raised more than 4 percent for
resident full-time undergraduate students to meet recent
guidelines by the Council on
Postsecondary Education. They
will, however, recommend that
the university adopt a new percredit hour tuition model.
Taylor said this would make the
cost more equitable and also to
discourage students from signing up for more classes than
they needed before dropping
ones they decided they didn't
like.
Students taking 12 hours of
classes or more qualify as fulltime students under the university policy. Under the task
force's recommendation, full-

T

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & Times
Murray High School Band Director Chris Yoo conducts the band in a concert at an assembly Wednesday afternoon. The band
performed the pieces they will play at the 2009 New York Wind Band and Orchestra Festival in Carnegie Hall next week.

MHS Tiger Band invited
to perform at Carnegie Hall
Murray
State hand cultural exchange and to
School Wind Ensemble, Kea'au, Johnson.
Hawaii; South Lakes High University, Dr. Stephen Gage. further share their music across
the globe. World Projects also
School Wind Ensemble, Reston, Youngstown State University.
Past musical groups that have hosts numerous festivals that
Virginia; Wheaton North High
School
Wind
Ensemble, participated include high school include Pacific Basin Music
Wheaton, Illinois; and Beckman band groups from England, Festival at the Hawaii Theatre
High School String Orchestra, Singapore and the United States and the Australian International
Special to the Ledger
have also beer. past festival par- Music Festival in the Sydney
The Murray High School Irvine, California.
Chris Yoo, MHS band direc- ticipants. Cardiff County Winds Opera House Australia.
Band will depart Saturday to
Each festival is created specifperform in Carnegie Hall during tor, said that in addition to per- - United Kingdom, San Marcos
the 2009 New York Wind Band forming at Carnegie Hall, the HS - California Abraham Darby ically for instrumental ensemand Orchestra Festival. Held in group will also attend clinics - United Kingdom, Booker HS bles, and World Project caters
for this accordingly. Only world
the spring, the invitation-only and receive instruction from - Florida.
Hosted by World Projects, the class performance sites suitable
event will feature the perform- some of the nation's most prestiances of six high school and two gious college band directors. New York Wind Band Festival for instrument groups are used.
Past faculty (college directors) is aimed to present music events The festival faculty for each
college bands.
The groups participating this has included Dr. Terry Austin, for instrumental ensembles that event includes highly regarded
Commonwealth provide students with not only and respected music educators
year also include South Virginia
Pasadena Strings Program. University, Dr. Jay Gephart, an unforgettable tour but more who specialize in all fields of
South Pasadena, California; Purdue University, Dr. Patrick specifically inspirational per
Kamehameha-Hawaii
High Casey, Virginia Tech, Dr. Dennis formance opportunities, first •See Page 2A

Group departs
Saturday on
New York trip

By TOM DERRY
Staff Writer
When U.S. Army Specialist
Matt Harris heads back to Iraq
soon, he will be taking with
him five boxes of art supplies
and a lot of compassion from
Grace Baptist Church members
to Iraqi children.
Harris. a Murray native based
with the Army's
23rd
Ordnance Company at Joint
Forces Base in Balad. Iraq, and
his platoon are conducting a
team-building project that will
provide community services to
the city's children as part of
Operation Creative Learning.
The goal of the project is to

•See Page 3A

•See Page 3A

Board seeks
graduation
date waiver

Soldier home
Bain Forecast from Iraq gets
ihe Associated Press
sunny. donations for
Thursday Partly
Highs in the mid 60s.
night...Mostly
Thursday
special cause
cloudy with a 30 percent chance

:
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TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
U.S. Army Specialist Matt Hams, second from left, is joined by his parents. Darrell and Lisa
Harris, right, Pastor Sandy Cunningham, left, and Harris' little brother, Will, at Grace Baptist
Church Wednesday evening in displaying five boxes of art and school supplies that will be
donated to Iraqi children in Baled, Iraq.

Special to the Lodger
The Calloway County
Board of Education met in a
specially -called session on
Wednesday to approve a
request to the Kentucky
Commissioner of Education
for a waiver from the
Graduation
Ceremonies
Requirements for 20082009. Superintendent Steve Hoskins presented the
guidelines
from
the
Kentucky Department of
Education for districts asking for relief from the unanticipated hardship in scheduling graduation ceremonies
following the completion of
the instructional term due to
the number of days missed
during the ice storm.
Regulations specify that

II See Page 2A
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Class to assist
with leadership
Staff Raped
Murray Slate Unisersity's
American Humanics/ Youth &
Nonprofit Leadership Program
will offer a new class,
YNL485/685 that is designed to
assist in becoming the best
leader possible by helping to
develop character, focus on a
purpose in life and develop an
unparalleled passion for that
purpose. It is designed for students. faculty inembers, staff
members and anyone in the community. who hopes to become a
better leader.
You'll study leadership thennes, models and practices and
put it all together for a service
project of your design. The class
will be offered this fall at MSU
on Tuesday nights from 5 p.m. to
8 p.m.
The class will be taught by
Dr. Bob Long. former vice president of the W.K. Kellogg
Foundation, and now a visiting
distinguished professor at MSU.
For more information, email
bob.long@murraystate.edu or
call (270)809-3734.

Kentucku

News in Brief
Water mail leak brings on boil water advisor)
•1
- Customers of a Bluegrass rei:
r
utility are being advised to hod tap water before drinking it attei
water main leak was detected.
Winchester Municipal Utilities workers haven't said how long it
will take to fix the problem.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reported Kentucky American
Water was urging about 275 of its customers in Clark County to
boil water for three minutes, if they were going to drink it
for making ice or cook with it

Poor cuts, good cause as frat member shed locks

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & Times
COVER THE UNINSURED WEEK: State Rep. Melvin Henley and representatives of
Kentucky Homeplace, Angels Community Clinic, Angels Attic. the Kentucky Children's Health
Insurance Program. United Way, Murray State University and the Calloway Health
Department stand with County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins and Mayor Torn Rushing as they
sign a proclamation declaring March 22-28 "Cover the Uninsured Week in Murray and
Calloway County,
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•MHS Tiger Band...
From Front
instrumental music. The festival
also provides the chance for the
students and adults to enjoy the
area in which they are visiting
with numerous sightseeing
activities to offer.
World Projects events are
designed to bring top performing ensembles to
world
renowned concert halls.
Kirk Truce, World Project festival liaison, said the festival is
most excited about having a
group from Kentucky join us in
New York.
Yoo said he submitted an
audition tape as an application
and the band was included in the
"invitation only" festival. He
said he was informed of the
hand's acceptance into the festival about a year-and-a-half ago.
"Only five to six high school
groups are accepted each year."
he said. "We are very excited
about this opportunity. I think
that this is the best musical

experience that we could ever
provide to our students. It is an
honor to receive this invitation
to perform in one of the most
famous and legendary performance halls in the world. The students have consistently worked
very hard and are deserving of
this kind of recognition and
honor."
Trojan said that when reviewing audition recordings many
areas are critiqued. "We look
for advanced ensembles with a
mature sound, and exceptional
technical proficiency. All of the
groups chosen are representative
of the top high school ensembles
within their respective states."
-We feel honored to represent
Murray High School and the
Community of Murray in this
prestigious New York City performance," Yoo said.

III Waiver ...
From Front

In times like these,you need
the wisdom and advice that
only experience can offer.
With the latest developments in the financial markets,
you may be considering a change in financial advisors.
Consider then, Hilliard Lyons,a Midwestern-based
wealth management firm with a 150-year tradition of
stability,soundness and service.
Our primary focus is to serve our clients in an objective
manner.This operating philosophy has served us well for
more than 150 years and we believe that it will serve you
well too. If this sounds like the kind of financial partner
you need in today's markets, please give us a call.
Ron Arant
First Vice President
Financial Consultant

Heath Scott
First Vice President
Financial Consultant
414 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-33M I 800-444-1854
Securities offered through J J B Hilliard. WE Lyons, LLC

NYSE, FINRA & SIPC

diplomas cannot be awarded
before the final day of instruction.
Calloway County High
School had planned to hold
Commencement at Murray
State University's Regional
Special Events Center. Due to
the missed days, the final day of
Instruction will fall on June I.
2009. The RSEC is unavailable
after May 29 until June 23. With
this site scheduling situation
falling within the guidelines, the
Calloway County Board has
requested to hold graduation
one day early on Friday, May
29, 2009.
Hoskins said he hopes to have
an answer as soon as possible to
allow printers to prepare invitations and families to make necessary travel plans for out of
town guests.

Farmers instructed on
H2A comment changes
Staff Report
Calloway County farmers
wanting to comment on
changes in the federal H2A
farm labor program to keep
2008 wage rules in place may
do so by going to the Kentucky
Farm Bureau Web site at
www.kyfb.com. To get comments to the U.S. Department
of Labor by the deadline
Friday, all input should be sent
by email.
To make comments, click on
"Organization"
on
the
Kentucky Farm Bureau Web
page then click on "Legislative
Affairs" in the column on the
left. Another menu will appear
Click on "Action Alerts" at the
bottom of the menu. On the
"Action Alerts" page, go down
to "US Department of Labor
Proposes Rule Changes on
H2A" and click on "Submit
Comments to DOL" then click
on "Add Comments" on the
Regulations.gov page that follows.

HIGHLAND HEIGHTS. Ky.(AP) -- Members of a Northern
Kentucky University fraternity are having really bad hair days.
Tau Kappa Epsilon members allowed high bidders to cut their
hair in any way the buyer wanted on Wednesday. Proceeds from
"TKE Cuts for a Cure" go to the Ronald and Nancy Reagan
Research Institute, which conducts research on Alzheimer's disease.
The Kentucky Enquirer reports TKE conducts an annual
fundraiser to support the research, but this was the first haircut
day.
Members will endure the strange hair styles until the weekend,
when their heads will be shaved.

A'TF joins multistate hunt for escapees
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(API — Federal authonties have joined the
multistate hunt for three escaped inmates accused of attacking
three men while on the run in Kentucky and stealing a dozen guns.
cash and a truck.
Kentucky State Police said that at dawn on Thursday the fugitives were still at large.
Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco and Firearms Agent George
Huffman of Lexington says arrest warrants have been issued for
Jerry Sargent, Christopher Marshall and Bobby Cockerell on
firearms charges stemming from the assault Monday.
Authorities say the men escaped from the Branchville
Correctional Facility in Indiana on Friday after overpowering an
employee then cutting through a fence.
Authorities said that three days after their escape, the convicts
beat three brothers with clubs in the northern Kentucky town of
Sanders before stealing the guns and the truck.

Small plane crashes in central Kentucky
VERSAILLES, Ky.(AP) — Officials in central Kentucky say a
pilot has died in the crash of a single-engine plane in Woodford
County.
Versailles Police Officer Pat Melton says police were called
shortly after 10 p.m. EDT Wednesday to the site in eastern
Woodford County about three to five miles south of Lexington's
Blue Grass Airport.
Melton says the pilot was the only person on board the craft.
The person's identity hasn't been released.
Melton says the National Transportation Safety Board has been
notified and officials from that agency should arrive by morning.

Soldiers from Fort Campbell returning today
FORT CAMPBELL Ky.(AP) — Soldiers from Fort Campbell's
Fourth Brigade Combat Team will begin arriving from
Afghanistan early Thursday.
The post says soldiers from the unit will arrive in three groups.
The first is scheduled to arrive at 4:25 a.m. CDT Thursday. Arrival
ceremonies are also scheduled for 9:55 a.m. Saturday, and 1.45
p.m. Monday.
The Fourth Brigade Combat Team has been on a I2-month
deployment to Afghanistan for Operation Enduring Freedom.

Police,Sheriff, MU Logs
Murray Police Department
- A motor vehicle accident with injuries was reported at 8:20 a.m
March 16 at Baymont Inn on Highway 641 North.
- A theft report was taken at 11.58 a.m. at the Hong Kong restaurant
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 716 North 12th St. after
someone reported a busted windshield.
- A report for a theft from a vehicle was taken at 10:04 a.m. March
17 at 509 Chantilly Dr.
- Theft reports were taken at 724 a.m. March 18 at 414 South 10th
St. and at 7:37 a.m. at 803 Poplar St., both for thefts from vehicles
- A hit-and-run accident was reported at 1041 p.m. at the Keg at
1051 North 16th St.
- A report for theft of services was taken at 10:16 a.m. Thursday at
City Hall.
- A stolen vehicle was reported at Murray Auto Body at 12:17 a.m.
Friday.
'A criminal mischief report was taken at 7:55 a.m. at Fourth Street
and Glendale Road.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 8.11 a.m. at 2001 Azalea Ct
for vandalism.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 4.34 p.m. at 704 Vine St
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 7:19 p.m. at 1620 Miller Ave
for vandalism to a vehicle
- Robert Estes, 23, of Lexington, was charged with possession of a
stolen vehicle (receiving stolen property over $300) at 8 a m. Sunday
at Glendale Road and Highway 121
- Jennifer Tolley, 33. of Benton was charged with shoplifting at 735
p.m. at Wal-Mart at 809 N. 12th St.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 6:31 a.m. Monday at the
Calloway County Library after a window was found broken in the
back
- A theft report was taken at 9.45 a.m. at 1626 Hamilton Ave. after
stolen mail was reported.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 12:10 p.m. at Zax
Sportswear.
- Steven W. Cook, 19. of Murray, was arrested and charged with
shoplifting at Wal-Mart at 2:30 p.m.
- A theft report was taken at 732 p.m. at 517 South 12th St. after
someone reported a stolen cell phone.
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 10:09 a rr
March 18 on Charley Miller Road. Kentucky State Police worked th,
scene and EMS and Fire and Rescue were notified.
Murray State University Public Safety
- Christopher Beard of Lexington was issued a citation for fraudulent
use of a credit card under $100 at 9:50 a.m. Monday
- A theft report was taken at 10 a.m. Monday for a stolen MSU pani
ing decal.
Marshall County Sheriff's Office
- At 2 40 p m. Saturday, Deputy Mark Balentine responded to lb,.
scene of a collision on U S. 641 north of Draffenville. According to
the report. James Brummitte, 24. of Benton, had been dnving north
on U.S. 641 when the rear of his vehicle was struck by a vehicle driven by James E. Underwood, 41. of Hazel. Balentine's investigation
resulted in the arrest of Underwood on charges of DUI, carrying a
concealed deadly weapon, failure of non-owner to maintain required
insurance, and no or expired operators license. Underwood was
lodged in the Marshall County Detention Center
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.
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•Soldier ... •Tuition ...
From Front
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provide school and art supplies
to as many children living in
Balad as possible fl supplies
will be delivered next month
along with other donations collected.
Harris and members of his
family and church gathered at
Grace
Baptist
Church
Wednesday evening to prepare
the donations for shipping.
"'Things are getting a lot better
there now and we're trying to
get some positive things going
there for the children so they
can learn," Harris said. "We
think that education is the best
thing for every kid.The project involves collection of coloring pens, markers,
pencils and small water-paint
sets as well as art paper. construction paper and writing
paper. Other supplies include
glitter, beads, yarn, child-proof
scissors, cotton balls, and glue
sticks.
"With all these supplies its
going to help the children over
there understand that we care
and that we want them to learn."
Harris added
In January. Harris, a Calloway
County High School graduate.
asked folks back home for help
in aiding Iraqi children in the
classroom. He and platoon
members will provide thank you
cards and feed back to all contributors.
Harris said previously that
allowing children to express
creativity at an early age can
inspire continuing education
and expand skills in a creative.
artistic manner.
"A child's potential may never
be known unless given the
opportunity to demonstrate it:'
he said.

enrollment and course hours
Although the task force members agreed on the recommendations. several had concerns.
Regent Peg Hays said she wasn't sure how equitable the new
system would be because it
would penallie students for taking on a heavy course load
Although the standard undergraduate degree requires 120
hours over eight semesters,
some programs require more
than that, which would likely
necessitate taking more than IS
every semester, she said.
Provost and Vice President for

From Front
nine sitiddits would be Ft
ted to take up to IS hours per
semester at the standard rate.
which is currently S2.104.
although that would he sullied
to a possible increase of 4 percent or less Students wi old he
charged S239 50 per hour for all
hours exceeding IS According
to the data collected by the task
force, this would increase revenue
by
approximately
$I.759.X59 based on current

I hursday. \larch 26. 21Ntit • 4%

Academic
Affairs
Gary
Brockway said it was true that
some students would pay J premium under the 'O. stein He said
the musk program was proha
bly the most demanding with
I 16 hours required for undergraduates
Ashley Wild, the out-of-state
student task force member, said
she thought the proposal was
fair because she thought students understood what they
were getting into when they
decided to take a more demanding degree program Taylor said
if the university adopted the rec-

ommendation it would need to
he dear about it up front with
students
Steve W hue. the president of
the Faculty Senate. said his
biggest objection to the proposed sy stem is that it made
things more complex and that a
majority of universities had not
adopted anything similar He
said he would eventually like to
see it go away if the university
could get enough in state appropriations
According to Taylor. state
appropriations were once roughly two-thirds of MSITs annual

budget. hut were only about f`r
percent of the budget in 21ilitr
21111119 or approximately SS mil
lion Student tuition and teeWere J hit 11110re than 11 S per
cent. or Ss2 million. accordin,,:
to data supplied by Vic
President tor Finance and
Administrative Services Torn
lkritir.
For Best Resutts
Place Your Ad
With Us
Call 753-1916
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Let S Build Something Togetherj
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7/18" x 4' x 8' OSB Sheathing
*Use for roof and wall construction
*12212
Pricing for commodity items may vary due to market
conditions - we reserve the right to limit quantities
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Obama
From Front
It offered easier questions and a
chance to get his message to the
widest possible audience.
"It's not a whole lot different
than were we in California
doing the meeting." Gibbs said.
"It's just we'll have people
hooked up from a lot of different places all over the country.
but he'll be able to do all that
from the East Room."
Already, the White House is
connecting the old-school press
conference with the new-media
event. It will be an easy contrast
between skeptical reporters and
supporter-selected questions.
Political operatives say the
White House's strategy is a way
to reach a demographic key to
Obama's election.
"In the new world of online
media,formal press conferences
• are just one element or program
to get the message out — to
those, usually older, who watch
such things on TV. The online
version he is doing is an alternative way to get out the same
message. in this case on the
budget, targeted toward a different audience, usually younger."
said Morley Winograd, a former
adviser to Vice President Al
Gore who now runs the Institute
for Communication Technology
Management at the University
of Southern California.
"In both cases the questioners
are just props -- or. in some
cases, foils — for the star.
Obama, to deliver his message.
But in the latter case, they get to
self-nominate instead of be
selected by elites." Winograd
said.
In a way, it's part campaignpart
and
politics
style
"Amencan Idol." said political
strategist Simon Rosenberg.
"Barack Obama is going to
reinvent the presidency the way
he reinvented electoral politics." said Rosenberg. president
of the New Democrat Nets,
and a veteran of presider ii
campaigns. "He is allowing
everyday people to participatc
in a way that would've been
impossible in the old media
world."
Obama's campaign allowed
supporters to organize themselves to go door-to-door and
raise money. Because of that.
many felt an ownership of the
campaign and devoted countless hours to giving Obama the
Democratic Party's nomination
and then the presidency.\
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S59

kny Size, In-Stock
Pre-Hung 6-Panel Molded
Hollow-Core Interior Door
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S168
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32" or 36" 9-Lite
Steel Entry Door Unit
Locksets sold separately
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tiAes.
iJzQ
It;:4

tml1P-1

NEW LOWER PRICE!
Row
was
$397
s496
24-Pack Bottled Water
*46256.45072.57282.3.4.5
Brands may vary by market

gas
upgrade
with purchase of any %tab* Special
free low E & argon

TOP CHOICE

Order vinyl window Discount taken
at time of order Offer valid 32&1J94-5/09 See store fcr details

SPECIA VALUE!

now
$297

was
$329 each

2" x 4" x 8 Top Choice
Treated Lumber
ir 4/905
I'r cog for commodity items may vary
- to market conditions - we reserve
right to limit quantities

PORTER CI' CABLE

$82
Werner 8'
Fiberglass Stepladder
•250 lb load capacity
098195

$141
28"W a 38"H 3201 Series
Double-Hung Vinyl
Replacement Window
"Limited lifetime warrants
*Available by Special Order

S109
2-Piece 18-Volt NiCad
Cordless Combo Kit
•
Inver.
,des I
iv, 1 -hour
tr I d' CirCu,i
I charger and 2 batteries #37894

SP

now

$35

VALUE!
was
$3978

50' 12/3 Contractor Cord
"Heavy-duty PowerLite • plug
lights up when power is on
*Lifetime warranty #242027

For the Lowe's nearest you, call 1-800-993-4416 or visit us online at Lowes.com
Prices may vary after 3/30/09 if there are market variations "Was' pnces in this advertisement were in effect on 3/19/09 and may vary based on Lowe's Everyday Low Price policy See store for details regarding
product warranties We reserve the right to Irma quantities. 'Ask 101 10% Ott your first single-receipt in-store purchase charged to your new Lowe's Accounts Receivable or Lowe's Business Account when yot.
open your new account in any LoweS store and make your first purchase between 3/24/09 - 3/30/09 Coupon must be presented at time of purchase and cannot be used in coniunction with any other coupon or
discount This coupon is good for a single receipt purchase of any in stock or Special Order merchandise only up to $5000 !Maximum discount S5001 Coupon is not redeemable for cash, is nontransferable and
cannot be replaced if lost or stolen Void if altered copied transferred, or sold through any on-line auction Limit one coupon per household or business. Not valid on sales via Lowes com. previous sales_ purchase
of services or altt cards Offer must bp requested at the time of purchase Offer is subtect to credit approval Coupon valid for one time use only Offer is not valid fix accounts opened prior to 3.24.09 Excludes
Lowe's' Consumer Credit Accounts Lowe's" Protect Card" Accounts, Lowe's' VISA - Accounts, and all Lowe's' Canada Credit products. While Lowe's stnves to be accurate. unintentional errors may occur. We
reserve the nght to correct any error Prices and promotions apply to US locations only P2009 by Lowe's' All rights reserved Lowe's and the gable design are registered trademarks of LF LLC I090391I
0014190391,605
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'The Atheist Challenge' will
be tonight at Curris Center

emen!

lo's
Datebook

-The Atheist Challenge- will be tonight
i Thursday I at 7:30 p.m. in the Barldey room
on the second floor of Murray State
University ('urns Center. Panelists will be
Dr. Ann Marie Montgomery, First
Presbyterian Church, John Dale, Glendale
Road Church of Christ. and Matthe•
Bradley. St. John's Episcopal Church.
This series, "Atheism: Pro and Con" is
sponsored by the Department of History of
MSU. The public is invited to attend.

By Jo Burkeen
Special dinner Saturday
Community
Chicken & Dumplin Dinner will be served
cditor
Saturday from 5 to 7 p.m. at the Murray
Masonic Lodge building. Ky. Hwy. 121 North. Murray. Tickets are
$5 from members of Murray Chapter No. 433 of the Order of the
Eastern Star or may be available at the door. Take outs will be available.

Relay for Life plans promotion
Kenlake Foods Relay for Life will grill out on Saturday from II
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at the Kroger Store.

MCC Parks plans event
MCC Parks will host the third annual -rouch a Truck- on
Saturday from II a.m. to 2 p.m. at Chestnut Park. Event is free of
charge and for all ages. Kids can toot horns, blast sirens, ring the
fireman's bell, and actually touch vehicles such as police car, tractor. 18 wheeler and fire truck. For more information call 762-0325.

Legate and Taylor
Martinez and Winters
Boyd and Wanda Smith of Murray announce the engagement of
their daughter. Shelly Martinez. to Justin Winters. son of Jerry and
Veronica Winters of Mulenburg County.
Miss Martinez is the granddaughter of the late Mary Hamilton of
Murray. She is a 2009 graduate of Murray State University.
Mr. Winters is the grandson of Charlotte Cornette and the late
Doug Cornette and Crenda Due and the late Jerry Due, all of
Mulenburg County. He is attending Murray State University.
• The wedding will be Saturday. May 23. 2009, at 4 p.m. on the
quad at Murray State University. In event of rain, the ceremony will
be held at First Baptist Church. Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Steve and Laura Legate of Sedalia announce the engagement of
their daughter, Alysha Legate. to Zak Taylor, son of David and
Jennifer Taylor Murray.
Miss Legate is the granddaughter of George Garland and Pearl
Garland of Murray and George and Charlene Legate of Sedalia.
Mr. Taylor is the grandson of Jerry and Paula Bell of Benton and
Tomrnye and Anna Faye Taylor of Murray.
The bride-elect, a 2007 graduate of Graves County High School,
is attending Murray State University, where she is also employed.
The groom-elect, a 2006 graduate of Murray High School. is
attending Murray State University. He is employed by Murray
Independent Schools.
The wedding will be Saturday. May 30, 2009. at 2 p.m. at
University Church of Christ. Murray. All relatives and friends are
invited.

'Empty Bowls'fundraiser Benefit Music Concert
planned on Saturday
scheduled on April 1
The
Student
Nutrition State under Prof. John Utgaard
Association of Murray State will once again be providing
University will have the "Empty handmade bowls for particiBowls" fundraiser for Murray - pants to choose from and
Calloway County Need Line on Murray State Food Services will
Tuesday. April 1. from 11 a.m. be providing the soup. Choices
to 1 p.m. in the Dance Lounge will be chicken noodle, cheesy
of the Curris Center on Murray potato and minestrone.
States campus.
The cost will be $10 and all
This event is sponsored by proceeds raised will go to
Murray State University's Murray-Calloway County Need
Student Nutrition Association in Line.
an effort to promote awareness
For more information call
of world hunger and raise 13141 954-2672 or e-mail. monmoney for the local Need Line ica.seibel@murraystate.edu.
Agency.
Ceramic students at Murray

Our Registered
Bridal Couples:

•

•

•• Program
.
scheduled

Stephanie Florence
& Brent Norsworthy

••

••

Claire Herrington
& John Morrow

•

•
•

•

Shelly Martinez
& Justin Winters
Katherine Oakley
& Scott Kelley

•

•

The Aquatics Program of the
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross will be
holding the following classes:
Lifeguarding Training: Session
III. April 20-27: Session IV,
May 14-21.
Persons may register by contracting the Red Cross Office at
753-1421. or jwilson@callowaycoredcmss.org

Alysha Legate
& Zak Taylor
Ashley Edwards
& Chip Walker

•

•
•
•

Jennifer King
& David Sevilla

HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rolIirigh.co m

•

25% OFF

•

ALL TREES & SHRUBS
(Cash & Carry Only)
Sale Ends Saturday, March 28
/

•

•

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

•

•

•

•
•

•

Murray Preschool/Head Start and Early Head Start will hold registration for the 2009-2010 school year on Friday from 8 a.m. to 3
p.m. on the first floor of Murray State University Alexander Hall on
North 16th Street. Registration for Preschool Returning Children
will be Friday. April 10. from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the same location.
For information call 809-3262.

Laker Band has promotion
Calloway County Laker Bands have a promotion of selling
Butter Braid and Cookie Dough through Monday. April 6. Orders
will be delivered Thursday. April 9. To place an order call the CCHS
band room at 762-7395 to leave a number for call back, or leave an
order with name and number of pastries wanted.

Phebian Class plans social
Phebian Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will have a
social on Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at Garden Gate. Jo Cathey and her
group are in charge of arrangements.

South Marshall Class plans reunion
South Marshall High School Class of 1972 will have a'37-year
reunion on Saturday. April 4, at 7 p.m. at Majestic Steak House,
Draffenville. All classmates are invited to attend and bring guests.
Everyone will be responsible for their own meal ant heir guest's
meal. If you can come or have information on classmates. contact
Landa Thompson Daniels at 1-270-205-0445.

Awards program tonight
Murray Woman's Club will have its annual awards night program
tonight (Thursday) at 6 p.m. at the club house. Awards will be presented to school winners of Poetry and Short Story Contest and of
District Arts and Crafts Contest. Refreshments will be served by
members of the Delta and Music Departments. Other departments of
the club are Alpha. Creative Arts, Garden, Home. Kappa. Music,
Sigma and Theta.

Lady Laker Basketball Banquet planned
Lady Laker Basketball Banquet will be Thursday. April 9. at 6:30
p.m. The cost is $8 per person and reservations must be made by
Thursday by mailing checks made payable to C.C.H.S. Lady Lakers
with name and number of guests to Calloway County High School,
attn. Teri Futrell, 2108 College Farm Rd.. Murray. KY 42071

Compassionate Friends to meet
Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet tonight
(Thursday) at 7:30 p.m. in the private dining room I of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. This is a group for parents who have lost
a child or young adult through death. For more information call
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 731-4988324.5

LEM;ER Z< TIMES

lth

Chapel
SpingSing
March 27th, 2009
7 p.m.

ire.reee.eir ee14•41 Al
aresnipi flow&

•

University Square
12th Street • Murray
12701 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-S,
Saturday 10-2

To place an
ad call
753-1916

Head Start plans registration

1111

Spiting Xicito# Sat)?

You may purchase
online at
unpro.pintagerose.com

Bridal 'Rzoistr

for $3.
MSU AHT and Pre-vet students will give free physical
exams to dogs and cats, nail trim
and ear clean for $4. fecal test
for $6, heartworm test for $12,
feline leukemia test for $15.
bathe dogs for $7 and cats for
$5,"the works for dogs" is $25
and cats $22.
For more information, contact
the Humane Society of
C'alloway County at 759-1884.

Kirksey Park will hold its final registration Saturday form 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Kirksey United Methodist Church. Those not
registered are encouraged to attend. Applications can be picked up
at Bark Avenue. South 12h Street. and Orscheln's on North 12th
Street. For more information call Michael at 489-6140 or Dianna at
1-270-527-2072 or e-mail at kirkseypark@yahoo.com.

You are invited to the

& Gifts
1Z

Ashley Cleaver
& Terry O'Barr
Elizabeth Hostilo
& lAcoln Rowe

The Humane Society of
Calloway County and Murray
State University's Animal
Health Technology/Pre-veterinary Club will host Animal
Health Technology and Pet ID
Day on Saturday from 8 a.m. to
4 p.m. at Carman Pavilion on
College Farm Road across from
Calloway County High School.
The Humane Society will
microchip dogs for $10 and
make custom pet ID tags on site

111n2Nills•
art--er

•

Katie Hatcher
& Drew Holton

•

Pet ID Clinic and Pet Vet
services will be offered

,•

Chelsea Cleaver
& Justin Hendrick
•

CALVERT CITY, Ky. — Larkin, Drew Veazey and
"Feel the Music Benefit Dustin Hall.
Concert" for Cassidy Thorn will
The concert is for Cassidy
be Saturday. starting at 2 p.m. at thorn, an 8-year-old student at
the Calvert City Park.
Central Elementary, that suffers
Featured will be Holler Head, from a rare brain and spinal cord
The Illegals, Tony Logue Band, disorder. Admission will be $5,
War on Winsday, Please Stand but children 12 and under free.
By, Dr. Jay & Miss Diana, along Concessions will be available.
with Janiece Maiden, Shawn Also bring your lawn chairs and
Davis. Adam Barker, Reese blankets. All proceeds and donaHawkins, Kara Clark, Mark tions will assist with her medical
Barnhill. Ryan Webber, Jay expenses.

Kirksey Park plans final registration

4

,1‘
46• 4,C
.

•

Singing, Refreshments,.
More Singing
Located 7.5 miles west
of Murray on Hwy. 94
N. •

Pepstat 38V Stops
Heartburn Forever
WASHINGTON — Gastrointesti•
nal(GI)problems like acid reflux.hcartburn and ulcers may be eliminated with
a new type of tablet. Scientists say that
GI problems are not the result ofesmss
acid.butthe body's inability to deal an+
IL Pecetat 380 is I patent-pending for•
mule tluaeontains an extract known as
DCil that strengthens the body's natural defenses against stomach acid.
Fepstat 310 goes to work intmediatelz on acid while addressing the cause
of fal problems Scientists 6.ay that the
DGL, m Pepstai improves the hods s
protective substances, increases the
life:span ofdigestise trust tzlis. and improves blood suppls to the area. Articles have appeared in publications like
the British plume' The Lancet showing
Mil. lobe as citiaise as Zantact Of
Tagamett. Pepstal alse WOrk3 faster
than Priloseci Pcpstat may make
these drugs obsolete because WiL. has
no known side effects
The problem with acid 1110C1(C13 is that
Siam can interrupt the body's normal
dtgestivc process Pepstat 3110 is a natural alternative available without a prescription re call 1-800-339-3301.
Now available at:
WALTER'S
PHARMACY
601 S. 12th Si, • T52-761111

CVS.com
SUBSCRIBE

'limes
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Obituaries

U.S.: Violence in Iraq continues to fall

Robert Edward Lassiter
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CAMP STRIKER. Iraq tAPi
-- Attacks on Iraqi security
forces have increased in an area
south of Baghdad where the
Iraqis are in control. even as violence nationwide has fallen to
levels of the first months of the
Mrs. Velma Inds'Cnitcher
officers
said
Mrs. Velma Jude!! Crutcher, 90. Murray, died Wednesday. March war.
25. 2009. at 5:15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. J.H. Wednesday.
The spike in attacks has not
Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
risen so much tha, it would
affect U.S. plans to turn over
Mrs. Vila I. Turner
The funeral for Mrs. Vila J. Turner will be Sunday at 2 p.m. an the more security responsibility to
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Richard Adams the Iraqis, Gen. Carter Ham, the
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Coldwater Church of Christ commander of U.S. Arm
Cemetery. Visitation will be from 5 to 7 p.m. Saturday and after I Europe, was told during a visit
pin. Sunday at the funeral home. Online condolences may be made with Europe-based units.
Dunng a briefing for the gento www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Mrs. Turner. 93, Manhattan. Kan., formerly of Murray. died eral, Maj. Pat Kaune, intelliTuesday. March 24. 2009. at 8:35 a.m. at St. Joseph Village. gence chief of the 1st Armored
Division's 2nd Brigade Combat
Manhattan. She was born June 18, 1915, in Murray. Ky.
Team, said attacks on U.S.
forces in his sector had fallen by
Mrs. Elwyn lion Robbins
A graveside service for Mrs. Elwyn Lyon Robbins was held about half since the unit arrived
Sunday at Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield, with Rev. John from Germany a year ago.
In the last month, however.
Farone officiating. Pallbearers were Scott and Jonathan Robbins,
Rodney Carpenter. Jack Stone. Billy Veatch and Steve Robinson. attacks on Iraqi army and police
leaders had increased, he said.
Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield was in charge of arrangements.
Kaune gave no figures but
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Presbyterian
Church, 303 West Broadway. Mayfield, KY 42066 in memory of added that "we don't see any
AP
trends that are cause for concern
Mrs. Robbins.
Men stand around coffins during a funeral of those who died in a suicide bombing in Jalula,
Mrs. Robbins, 98. Mayfield, died Friday. March 20, 2009, at that the ISF (Iraqi security
!rag earl!er this week_ The bomber struck a tent filled with Kurdish funeral mourners, unleashforces) can't handle."
Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah.
His brigade's area includes ing a huge fireball that killed at least 23 people.
She was the oldest living member of First Presbyterian Church of
south Baghdad and a belt of ting down car bomb factories military presence
Mayfield.
this year.
invasion in March 2(()3.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Farland Robbins; one communities around the south- there. But the increase in attacks
Despite the local spike. U.S.
"At the height of the vioson. Kent Robbins; one infant son, Richard Robbins: one sister, ern rim of the capital. where there underscores the resilience military spokesman Maj. Gen. lence. we were averaging 1.250
insurgents used to rig car bombs of both Sunni and Shiite mili- David Perkins
Mary Robinson; and one brother, Hughes Lyon.
said attacks attacks a week," Perkins told
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Adelaide Schoenfeldt and for attacks in the city. The area tants and will test the ability of nationwide had fallen to levels reporters Wednesday. "Now,
was
targeted
by U.S. soldiers Iraq's security forces to maintain of the early months of the war, many times,
husband. Roger, Murray: one son, Gayle Robbins and wife, Diane.
we have less than
Mayfield, daughter-in-law, Kathy Robbins, Hendersonville, Tenn.: during the 2007 troop surge, order as the U.S. draws down its which began with the U.S.-led 1(X) a week."
six grandchildren. Anne Schoenfeldt. Ensor, Va., Caroline W. which largely succeeded in shutSchoenfeldt, Murray, Tricia Robbins Carpenter and husband.
Rodney. and Jonathan Robbins, all of Hendersonville, Tenn., Scott
R. Robbins and wife, Emily. Mayfield, and Katy Robbins, New
York: five great-grandchildren. Morgan and Garrett Ensor, Maggie
WASHINGTON (AP) - Bernanke discussed before the fast the rest of
regulated for the first time, and
and Cole Carpenter. and Gray Robbins: special friend and caregivThe Obama administration is committee on Tuesday to give the financial
for the buying and selling of
er, Vickie Veatch, Mayfield.
proposing an extensive overhaul the administration expanded reform agenda
these instruments to be conductof financial regulations in an powers to take over major non- might
move
ed in ways that will foster
effort to prevent a repeat of the bank financial institutions, such through
greater oversight.
banking crisis last fall that top- as insurance companies and Congress.
Credit default swaps. which
pled once-mighty institutions hedge funds that were teetering Geithner was
trade in a $60 trillion global
and wiped out trillions of dollars on the brink of collapse.
providing only
market without government
in investor wealth.
That power was aimed at pm- a broad outline
oversight, are contracts to insure
Officials said the administra- venting a repeat of the problems of the other
WASHINGTON (AP) - Majority Leader Harry Reid, Dagainst the default of financial
President Barack Obama's allies Nev., said after Obama met pri- tion will seek to regulate the surrounding insurance giant proposals. with
instruments like bonds and cor°barna
rallied around his ambitious vately in the Capitol with rank- market for credit default swaps American International Group many thorn)
porate debt.
and other types of derivatives Inc.. which sparked a furor last details remaining to be worked
budget blueprint as he visited and-file Democrats.
They played a prominent role
the Capitol on Wednesday. and
in the credit crisis that brought
Earlier, White House Budget and require hedge funds to reg- week when it was revealed the out.
Administration
only hours later a House panel Director Peter Orszag told ister with the Securities and company had distributed $165
officials the downfall of investment
million in bonuses to employees promised that the remaining banking giant Lehman Brothers
endorsed it. pointing the way for reporters the congressional Exchange Commission.
Treasury Secretary Timothy of its financial products group.
issues would be hammered out Holdings Inc. last fall and nearmajor legislation this year on budgets "may not be identical
'The unit specialized in trad- in consultation with Congress ly unraveled AIG. forcing the
health care, energy and educa- twins to what the president sub- Geithner was scheduled to outtion.
mitted, but they are certainly line the proposals in testimony ing credit default swaps. the with the goal of getting legisla- government to provide more
Even so, both the House brothers that look an awful lot Thursday before the House instruments that drove the corn- tion approved as quickly as pos- than $180 billion in support.
Financial Services Committee.
pany to near-collapse last fall.
measure approved by the House alike."
sible.
Hedge funds, vast pools of
Administration officials proThe administration, pushing
Budget Committee on a partyThe administration is propos- capital holding an estimated
Neither house included the
line vote shortly before mid- $250 billion that the administra- vided details of the administra- Congress to act quickly on its ing that hedge funds and other $1.5 trillion in assets, operate
night and a companion Senate tion seeks for any future finan- tion's plan before the testimony reform agenda. sent Congress a private pools of capital. includ- mostly outside of government
' plan lack specifics for any of the cial
industry
bailout. only on condition of anonymity. 61-page bill dealing with the ing private equity funds and supervision.
The program the administra- expanded powers to seize con- venture capital funds, be
administration's signature pro- Additionally, Both House and
As the market crisis deepposals.
Senate Democrats assume in tion was presenting to Congress trol of nonbank institutions late required to register with the ened last fall, hedge fund selling
SEC if their assets exceed a cer- was widely cited as one of the
And Democrats, particularly their version that Obama's $400 will also include a recommenda- Wednesday.
The
House
Financial tain size. The threshold amount reasons for increased volatility
' in the Senate, decided to cut tax credit for most workers will tion for creation of a systemic
spending and reduce exploding expire after 2010 and fail to per- risk regulator, possibly at the Services Committee, chaired by has yet to be determined, offi- that pounded stocks and bonds.
deficits below levels envisioned manently extend relief from the Federal Reserve, to monitor Rep. Barney Frank. D-Mass.. cials said.
Hedge funds also suffered
risks to the entire system.
has indicated it could move on
The proposal on credit huge losses last year. notably
in the plan Obama presented alternative minimum tax.
The plan also includes a the measure as early as next default swaps and other deriva- from investments in securities
less than a month ago.
Obama's budget would leave
tives would require the markets tied to subprinte mortgages.
Administration officials and a deficit of $749 billion in five measure that Geithner and week.
However, it was unclear how on which they are traded to he
congressional leaders said any years' time, according to con- Federal Reserve Chairman Ben
differences were modest.
gressional •:stimates-too high
"This budget will protect for his Democratic allies- and
President Obama's priorities - would grow to unsustainable
education, energy. health care. levels exceeding 5 percent of the
middle class tax relief and cut economy by the end of the next
lhe deficit in half," Senate decade.
Investments Since 1854
01,-ott.4 e. of 4 J'
;11
Oil pnces rose above $53 a
-Without the continued supbarrel Thursday as encouraging port of equities, crude oil should
U.S. data on durable goods have more difficulties to move
Doss Jones Ind. As g. 7777.6 + 27.8
IBM_.._.._.,,,_._.91191+0.96
orders and home sales spurred above the $55-a-barrel mark as
;9.03 + 1.40
kir Products
Intel
+ 0.50
hopes for a recovery in crude the fundamentals are not yet
AT&T. Inc. ..........-............25.85 • 033
Kroger
+ 0.25
demand.
providing enough evidence of a
WASHINGTON (AP) - ment's ability to obtain informaBUT
18.18 - 0.58
+ 035
Benchmark crude for May tightening market," said Olivier
Counting on Senate and White tion needed to protect national
737 • 0.13
Bank of America
delivery was up 73 cents to Jakob of Petromatrix in
+ 0.12
House support, lawmakers seek- security: investigate and prevent
16.07 + 037
Briggs & Stratton
$53.50 a barrel by midday in Switzerland.
Merck .....
................27.22 - 0.28
ing limited court protection of acts of terrorism.
Bristol Alsers Squibb
Europe in electronic trading on
70.92 • 0.14
Oil prices fell Wednesday Microsoft
18.22 + 0.34
reporters' confidential sources
The bill only allows a court the New York Mercantile the contract
lost $1.21 to settle at
Caterpillar
10.03 + 1.12
J.C. Penises
+ 0.94
renewed an effort Wednesday to to compel a journalist to reveal Exchange.
$52.77 a barrel - on news that
Cbesron Tesaco Corp 70.16 + 0.46
Pepsko. Inc
win passage of legislation that confidential sources in these cir,....,52.22 - 0.25
Gains in global stock markets crude in storage last week rose
77.98 • 0.03
Daimler l'hrssler
cumstances:
failed last year.
Pfizer, Inc.
also supported oil prices, and the 3.3 million barrels to 356.6 mil+ 0.15
.18.60
Dean
• 0.20
Foods
-To prevent an act of terror- uptick in sentiment appeared to lion barrels, according to the
The bill cleared the House
Regions Financial
4.60 '0.09
'0.42
E
stun-Aloha'
+
0.26
Judiciary Committee on a voice ism against the United States or be enough to temper concerns Energy
Information
Scbering•Plough
23.% - 031
Ford \foto(
_2.85 + 0.08
vote and should pass in the its allies, prevent significant over sharply accumulating Administration
Wednesday.
Sears
Corp
Holding
46.30
+ 1.07
10.80 + 0.31
General Electrit
House soon. But the test will harm to national security or to inventories in the U.S.. although much more than what was
Tune Narner
8.77 + 0.21
General Motors
28 + 0.29
come later this year in the identify a perpetrator of a terror- analysts warned this may not expected.
S Bancorp
last.
15.39 • 0.64
GlasoSmithIsline %DR 1031 + 0.22
Senate, where the bill died last ist act.
NellPoint Inc
17.119 0.46
-To stop an imminent death
year after then-President George
Goodrich
40.18 + 1.18
or significant bodily harm.
W. Bush threatened a veto.
Nal-Mart
52.22 + 034
Goodyear
6.82 + 0.27
-To identify someone who
Chief sponsor Rep. Rick
9 2.3 B 9.75 A
HopFed
Boucher, D-Va., said he's confi- disclosed a trade secret, health
dent of passage "with the addi- information on individuals, or
LYONS
Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
tion of a substantial number of financial information that is
Financial
Consultants
(1.411
confidential
under federal laws.
(Senate) Democrats who I
Limited Openings • Coll Now!
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
-To identify, in a criminal
believe will be supportive.
Court Square I Murray. KY 42071
The bill which would protect investigation, someone who dis270 753 3366 I 800 444 1854
confidentiality in most federal closed properly classified inforcourt cases, was rewritten this mation that caused or will cause
year to meet objections. The significant harm to national
40 A crce arnr9•1 addlorta moulo
"WI
n
,
FOC hold NO
reppial
All returns filed electronically.
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revisions enhanced the govern- security.
Ruben Ell1A did Lassiter, h2. Murray, died today, Thursday.
March 26, 2009. at 3:50 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was born Oct. 19. 1926. Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home
is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made to
www.yorkfuneralhoine.corn.

Obama moves to prevent future banking crises

House allies, panel support
Obama's budget proposal

Oil rises on positive U.S.
data, global stocks gain

14' STOCK MARK I 1 REPOP 1

House panel passes shield
laws protecting free press

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.

HILLIARD

753-6069

917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071
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MSU hosts jazz festival idol' winner to play
The third annual Murray
State University/Phi Mu Alpha
Jazz Festival will take place
Friday and Saturday. Middle
and high school groups from
throughout
Kentucky,
Tennessee,
Missouri
and
Indiana will be performing concerts each evening and culminating in the "headliner- concert
at 7:45 p.m. Saturday featuring
the MSU Jazz Orchestra and the
Jamey Aebersold Quartet in historic Lovett Auditorium. The
coordinator for the event, which
brings more than 200 young
musicians to the campus, is
MSU's Director of Jazz
Ensembles. Todd E. Hill.
Fourteen selected school
groups from around the region
will be participating in the festival, which is designed for educational - rather than competitive - purposes. Friday's clinics
will be aimed to accommodate
younger (middle, junior high
and early high school) players,
and Saturday will be geared
more toward high school and
university students. The students' days will include commentary and clinics by professional musicians and educators,
special clinics with MSU jazz

siudents. and
special jazz
improvisation clinic with Dr. J.
Derek Jones of Lambuth
University (Friday) and jazz
education
legend
Jamey
Aebersold and his Quartet
(Saturday). In all, there will be
performances by 19 different
jazz groups, including four
MSU ensembles, during the
two-day event.
The Friday concert will
include performances by the
Murray State University -Gold"
Jazz Combo (5:30). Scott's Hill
TN Jr/Sr High School (5:45).
Poplar Bluff MO Jr High
"Lightning" Jazz Band (6:00).
Milan TN Middle School (6:15),
Poplar Bluff MO Jr High
"Thunder" Jazz Band (6:30),
Murray State University "Blue"
Jazz Combo
( 6 : 4 5 ),
Woodlands MO High School
(7:00), Poplar Bluff MO Jr High
"Fire" Jazz Band (7:15), KMEA
Dist 1 - All District Jazz Band,
guest directed by Professor Hill
(7:30), and the Murray State
University Jazz Band with guest
artist Dr. Jones(8:00)
The Saturday concert will
include performances by Trigg
County High School (5:30),
Milan TN High School (5:45),

Chester County TN High School
(6:00), Marshall County High
School (6:15). Graves County
High School (6:30). Mt Vernon
IN High School (6:45), Austin
Peay State University Jazz
Collegians. Clarksville TN
(7:00), and the Murray State
University Jazz Orchestra
(beginning at 7:45) and featuring the Jamey Aebersold
Quartet.
"Our great expanse of stage
space in Lovett makes it possible to have one band performing
while another is setting up, so
there is no down time between
groups." Hill said. "We are particularly excited to include two
firsts in this year's MSU Jazz
Festival. This is the first time
that the area music educators
have hosted an All-District Jazz
Band, and I am very honored to
have been asked to direct it, and
we have another university
group (Austin Peay State
University) participating in the
festival."
There is no admission fee.
but donations to the festival
fund will be accepted and appreciated.

Carson Center in April
PADUCAH. Ky. - The 30th Anniversary
National Tour of the Tony Award-winning musical "Ain't Misbehavin — starring Ruben Studdard
comes to the Carson Center in Paducah for two
performances Tuesday, April 7 and Wednesday.
April 8 at 7:30 p.m.
"Ain't Misbehavin — is a musical revue with a
book by Murray Horowitz and Richard Maltby.
Jr.. music by Thomas Wright "Fats" Waller,
orchestrations and additional music by Luther
Henderson. and lyrics by various writers. Fats
Waller, the outrageously prodigious comic and
musical soul of 1930s Harlem. lives on in this rollicking, finger-snapping show that is still considered one of Broadway's most well crafted revues.
Dubbed "The Velvet Teddy Bear" by legendary R&B soulstress Gladys Knight, Ruben
Studdard shot to fame in 2003 after winning the
TV talent competition smash hit "American Idol."
The Grammy-nominated star will be joined on
stage by two other "American Idol" alums: 2003
contestant and star of Broadway's "Rent,"
Frenchie Davis, along with 2003 top five finalist
Trenyce Cobbins. Together with a first-class cast
and a live, on-stage band, they will bring classic
popular hits like "Honeysuckle Rose," -This Joint
is Jumpin'." "Your Feet's Too Big." and the title
song "Ain't Misbehavin — to life.

Legendary Broadway director and author
Richard Maltby Jr. ("Miss Saigon." "Fosse:*
"Big," "Song and Dance." "The Pirate Queen")
recreates his Tony-winning direction for this production. Tony-winner John Lee Beatty also recreates his original scenic design.
"Ain't Misbehavin— originally opened in the
Manhattan Theatre Club's East 73rd Street
f.'abaret on Feb. 8. 1978 with featured singer Irene
Cara. The show was an instant hit among theatergoers. and was quickly developed into a full-scale
Broadway production. After 14 previews, the production opened on May 9, 1978 at the Longacre
Theatre, later moving to the Plymouth Theatre
and then to the Belasco Theatre before finally
completing its 1604-performance run. The show
launched the career of the late Nell Carter, and
won the 1978 Tonys for Best Musical and Best
Performance by a Featured Actress for Ms. Carter.
In 1988, "Ain't Misbehavin — was revived on
Broadway at the Ambassador Theatre. with Carter
as an above-the-title star. The original Broadway
cast recording of "Ain't Misbehavin" was
released by RCA Victor, and is still available in
stores nationwide.
Tickets can be purchased at the Carson Center
box office at (270) 450-4444 or online at
www.thecarsoncenter.org.

JWIAM
exhibit

CADIZ, Ky. - The Janice
Mason Art Museum is pleased
to present an exhibition of
works by the Kentucky Guild of
Artists and Craftsmen, one of
Kentucky's most prestigious arts
organizations. The Guild was
founded in 196 and is based in
Berea. Their mission is to preserve and promote the state's
rich arts and crafts heritage.
Media represented in this exhibit range from paintings to sculpture to a variety of fiber arts.
Photo provided Most of these pieces will be for
The Jamey Aebersold Quartet will be featured during Murray State University'
s Jazz Festival sale.
this weekend. Pictured from left to right are members Jonathan Higgins, Jamey Aebersold,
"This is the third exhibit for
Luke Gillespie and Tyrone Wheeler.
the Guild at the JMAM." said
event chair Jinna Bower."We're
unpacking the artwork and realizing once again what a variety
of masterful artisans make up
this group."
The exhibit rims March 27
through May 3. The community
is invited to the opening reception on March 27 beginning at 6
p.m. All the artists have been
invited to attend. The Janice
Mason Art Museum is open
Tuesdays through Saturdays
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
Sundays from I to 4 p.m.
Evening hours can be arranged
Photo provided
for group tours. Admission is
free: donations are greatly "Blown Vase in Yellow." by Marianne Brown, is part of the latest exhibit at the Janice Mason Art Museum in Cadiz.
appreciated.

Arts in the Region
• MSU's Cinema International
series will present the best of
the 2007 River's Edge Film
Festival at 7:30 p.m. Thursday,
Friday and Saturday at the
Curris Center Theater.

Spring will be here soon (we hope) and with it
comes the fun and good times of outdoor sports,
afternoon picnics, and warm weather activities
So gear up for some good times by opening a free checking account at

Heritage Bank and getting a free Escalade Folding chair!
Good products! Great rates! convenient services! Escaladefilding chair!

Existing customers can refer afriend
and you both get the fire eifif

E R TAGEBA N
WWW.BANKWITHHERITAGE.COM
F MIEN /DiC

• Clarinetist Whitney Coyle
will perform a senior recital at 2
p.m. Sunday in the Doyle Fine
Arts Center's Performing Arts
Hall on MSU's campus.

• The "New Music at MSU"
concert will be at 8 p.m.
Thursday, April 2 in the
Performing Arts Hall. Pieces
written by Mike D'Ambrosio's
composition class will featured.

• Oboist Kaylee Marks will
•The Maiden Alley Cinema in perform a senior recital at 3 30
downtown Paducah presents p.m. Sunday in the Performing
the 1988 John Waters film Arts Hall.
"Hairspray" Thursday and
Sunday. It will will show the
• The Doobie Brothers will
• There will be a brass chamdocumentary "All About Us" on ber music concert at 630 p m
perform at Paducah's Carson
Friday and will begin the "Guys' Tuesday in the Performing Arts Center at 8 p m. Friday, April 3.
For tickets call (270) 450-4444
Night Out" fundraiser series with Hall
or
the 1998 cult classic The Big
visit
Lebowski" Tuesday night. For
• The 2001 cult favorite WWW.thecarsoncenter.org.
more
information,
visit "Donnie Darko will be shown at
• The Twilight Cabaret
www.maidenalleycinema.org
7 p m Tuesday in the Gums
Center Theater as part of the Theatre in Gilbertsville will present "Dueling Chefs" April 3 and
• Paducah's Carson Center Tinseltown Tuesdays series
4 at Ken-Bar Lodge.
will have its Filth Anniversary
Gala at 6 p m Saturday,
• MSU's Cinema International
•
The
MSU
String
series will present the 2006 docCompetition will be all day at the
Performing Arts Hall on
Saturday, April 4.

PIZZA SPECIALS;
tr,-1o

Cheese Pizza
16" Unlimited Toppings
12" - 3 With 3 Toppings
16" -3 With Unlimited Toppings
Dine-0
& Free
oetiverl

$8.00
$11.00
$14.00
$24.00

Church Groups - 20% Discount
Sunday & Wednesday

(Aunt MOUSING tt.r.•

•DURAOLE CHAIR WITH A DRINK HOLDER AND CARRYING SA

umentary -Darwin's Nightmare"
at 7:30 p.m. April 2, 3 and 4 at
the Gums Center Theater.

WE'LL HONOR ANY PIZZA COUPON

Etaldis Grill
817 COLD WATER ROAD • 762-0441 • 762-0442• 762-0443

• Saxophone player Chris
Watson will perform a senior
recital at 6:30 p.m. Saturday,
April 4 in Farrell Recital Hall.
• Murray State University's
Wrather
West
Kentucky
Museum
will
host
the
Smithsonian Institution Museum
on
Main
Street exhibit,
"Between Fences" until April
18.
To add an event to the arts
calendar. contact Hawkins
Teague at 753-1916 or
hteaguettmurrayledger corn.
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TIGER CLASSIC PREVIEW
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TOMMY DILLAHD •. Ledger 8, limes
Murray Other Roman Kelly will get the starting nod
tonight in the second game of the Murray Tiger Classic
against Heath at 7:15 p.m.

My TOMMY MAID
Sports Writer
Mike Johnson is beginning to understand what it's
like to be in demand.
When Johnson, head baseball coach at Murray.
hosts the third annual Murray Tiger Classic beginning
at 5 p.m. today. it will he the largest tournament the
longtime high school baseball coach has ever put on.
With II teams and lb games. the Classic has even

outgrown Ty Holland Stadium. The Tigers' home field
will host a doubleheader tonight, three games Friday
and six games Saturday.
In order for each team to play at least two games
over the course of the weekend. Johnson also secured
the assistance of Marshall County head coach Don
Bock, who will hold Fnday and Saturday contests at
the home of the Marshals in Draffenvil le.
IN See TIGERS,8A
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Tonight
Heath vs Unversrly Heights
5 pm
Heath vs Murray
7 15 p m
Friday
Murray vs Trigg Co
4 30 p rri
Livingston Cent vs Ballard Mem 5 p m
Heath vs Trigg CO
6 30 p m
Marshall Co vs Union Go' 7 15 p
Murray as Lyon Co
8 30 p m
Saturdey
Trigg Co vs Belem! Memonal
9a m
linty Hetghts vs Marshall Co' II am
Union Co vs Ballard Morn 11 15 a m
Unrv Heights vs Lyon Co •
1 15 p m
Una., Co vs Murray
1 30 pm
Livingston Can vs Warren Cent 345 pm
Lyon Co vs Marshall Co •
4 pm
Graves Co vs Warren Central 6 p
Graves Co vs Livingston Cent 8 15 p m
• at Marshal Co

UK HOOPS ROUNDUP

THOROUGHBREDS ROUNDUP
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This Weekend
Murray Tiger Classic

HA RANGODY'S 30
LEAD NOTRE DAME
PAST KENTUCKY

Rob McDonald (left) claps after Wes Cunningham safely slid into third in
becoming the 10th 'Bred to record two triples in a game.

SOUTH BEND. hid. (AP) — By the
time Jodie Meeks got going for Kentucky.
Notre Dame was all but packing its bags for
New York.
The Irish were up by 15 points before
Meeks made his second basket, on just his
fourth shot with 12:18 left in the game, and
the Irish survived a 17-5 run late by the
Wildcats to end a 10-game losing streak to
Kentucky with a 77-67 victory Wednesday
night to advance to the National Invitation
Tournament semifinals.
"They did a great job of guarding him,"
Kentucky coach Billy Gillispie said. "You
think about what he's been through all season, as far as the physical stress, the mental
stress, he's handled it well."
Notre Dame coach Mike Brey said the
Irish (21-14)threw a variety of defenders at
Meeks. who finished with 21 points on 6of-10 shooting, although Ryan Ayers had
MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times the most success against Meeks.
"He only had three shots in the first
recent game action On Wednesday, Cunningham went 3-for-3, including
half," Brey said. "But a guy like that, he got
going a little bit in the second half. But
overall I thought we did a really good job."
Kentucky. meanwhile, had no answer
for Luke Harangody. who had 30 points and
11 rebounds.
"He was pretty much scoring all over the
court." said Kentucky forward Patrick
Patterson, who guarded Harangody.
Kentucky (22-14) cut the lead to 67-62
on a slam dunk by Perry Stevenson with
together in the third inning and Connor Cunningham's triple into the gap in 2:42 left. But the Irish were 8-of-8 from the
made the 'Breds pay as his single left center. After walks to Owen and free-throw line over the final 1:29 to end
through the left side plated two run- Laws loaded the bases, Jonathan the game on a 10-5 run to hang on.
ners.
"We're all super excited." said Notre
Craycraft hit a one-hopper that was
The 'Breds again had an answer as booted by the shortstop allowing two Dame guard Kyle McAlarney, who added
Cunningham started the inning with a runs to score. The throw to third ended 15 points. "This was our goal coming into
triple to center field and scored on up near the dugout, allowing the third the NIT. We put all the talk about us getting
Laws single through the nght side. run to score and Craycraft to reach to the NCAAs way behind us and we
Daniel Miller extended the lead by third. Propst plated the runner from focused on getting back to New York."
driving in two runners with a single to third with a sacrifice fly down the
The Irish, who hit 12 3-pointers in the
center field after fouling off four- right-field line.
win, will face Penn State (25-11)Tuesday
straight pitches.
Anthony Stacy(1-1 I earned the vic- night at Madison Square Garden.
MSU took control of the game in tory after giving up three runs on
A large number of Kentucky fans,
the fourth as a costly Cougar error seven hits in a pre-determined three including its pep band, made the trip to
helped the 'Breds push across five innings of work. Sean Aldrich (2-4) South Bend. which is about 325 miles away
runs. Kyle Tiernan started things with took the loss after giving up six runs from Lexington. It appeared about a quarter
a base on balls and scored on
of the 7,636 fans were wearing Kentucky
•See 'BREDS,8A
blue. When Meeks hit a pair of 3-pointers
midway through the second half to cut
Notre Dame's lead to 52-41. the Kentucky
fans started chanted "Go big blue."
They were quickly drown out by Notre
Dame fans chanting: "Let's go Irish."
•See UK. RA

Get Up And Go

CUNNINGHAM TIES SCHOOL RECORD AS MSU OFFENSE ERUPTS AGAINST MID-CONTINENT
By M.Sli Sports Information
Wes Cunningham went 3-for-3.
including becoming the 10th 'Bred to
record two triples in a game, as
Murray State erupted for a 17-3 victory over Mid-Continent in the first
game of a doubleheader Wednesday
afternoon at Reagan Field.
Cunningham. who drove in one and
scored four runs, was not the only hitting star for MSU as Jason Laws went
2-for-3 with three RBIs and three runs
scored and Bryan Propst was 2-for-3
with three RBIs.
The Cougars (8-23) got on the
board in the first inning as Daniel
Williams singled through the left side

and later scored on a groundout to
short off the bat of Adam Connor.
The 'Breds (15-7) got the run back
in the home half of the inning as
Cunningham singled to right center
with two outs, extending his streak to
29-straight games, reaching safely.
After a wild pitch moved the runner
to scoring position. Tyler Owen plated
the runner with an infield single to second.
MSU gained the lead in the second
as Propst doubled to right field and
Daniel Miller walked. Elliot Frey
drove in both runners with a triple into
the right-center gap.
MCU strung four-straight hits
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CALHOUN LOOKS TO CONTINUE STRONG PITCHING
PERFORMANCES THIS SUMMER IN NORTH CAROLINA
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Daneil Calhoun will continue his baseball career this summer with the
North Carolina's Edenton Steamers.

By Mal Sports information
Talented lett-handed pitcher Daniel
Calhoun of Murray State has signed to play
with the Edenton Steamers this summer in
the Coastal Plain League.
('alhilun joins a pitching staff that helped
the Steamers capture the CPL North
Division first halt charupionship with a 3520 1.636) mcord, the second hest overall
league mark, last season.
The Steamers ads anced to the lina! lour
ot the league's Petin Cup championship
tournament.
A 6-lot a -3 redshin junior front
Evans% ilk. bd.. Calhoun has won his first
five starts iind has been named the Ohio
Valley Conference Pitcher of the Week
twice already this spnng.
He also has a dazzling 1.54 earned run
average: has tossed three complete games,
with one shutout: has allowed just five extra
base hits: and gruck out 43 batters and
allowed only four walks in 35 innings.
Opposing hatters are hitting just .219 against
him.

Calhoun, a preseason Ohio Valle
Conference honoree, had a career-high 14
strikeouts, including the last nine outs, and
allowed just two hits in Murray State's 1-1
victory over North Dakota State on March
7.
He also had a complete game shutout,
with eight strikeouts and no walks, in a 14)
victory over Illinois State on Feb. 27. He has
led the Racers to a 14-7 mold during the
first month of the season.
According to scouting reports. Calhoun
gives the Steamers another lefty with a
chance to do quality work in the rotation. He
combines the command of a finesse southpaw with the velocity to overpower hitters
or generate weak contact, resulting in
ground outs.
JOE RAYMOND AP
The Edenton Steamers are a member of Notre Dame guard Tory Jackson, nght,
the Coastal Plain League. Celebrating its drives the lane while Kentucky guard
twelfth season. the Coastal Plain League
Michael Porter defends during the secfeatures 14 teams playing in Notth Carolina,
South Carolina and Virginia. The CPL gives ond half of the quarterfinals of the
college players the chance to refine their men's NIT on Wednesday in South
skills with the use of wooden bats.
Bend, Ind.
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Woods to
play in China
before going
Down Under
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By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Wnter

COLLEGE BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD

ORLANDO. Ha. tAP) —
Tiger Woods is beefing up his
international schedule at the end
of the year. saying Wednesday
that he will play the HSBC
C'hampions in China the week
before he heads to Melbourne
for the Australian Masters.
Woods shut down his overseas travel in 2007 after the birth
of his first child, and couldn't
phi) last year as he recovered
front
knee
surgery.
He
announced last week he would
play in Australia for the first timc
since the Presidents Cup in 1998
The MCCSA (Murray Calloway Co. Soccer Association) Revolution U13 Girls won the
The trip Down Under comes
1st Annual MCCSA Spring Shootout with victories over Clarksville, TN Impact, Poplar
with a $3 million appearance fee.
Bluff, MO Soccer Club, Southern IL Sting and Sikeston, MO Sting. Pictured on bottom
half ol which comes from taxrow (left to right): Sabrina Gratales, Mariana Spengler, Devyn Poston, Sara Wann, Cattle
payers in the state of Victoria.
Emerson. Middle row: Hannah Scarborough, Rachel Redden. Claire Waggoner, Alyson
Woods defended the appearMathis, Karessa Gorman, Kelsey Humphries. Top row: Coach David Wooten, Rachel
ance money when asked about it
Wooten. Natalie Adams. Julie Thiede, Rebekah Smith. Kheeli Ferrel, Coach Ralamin
the
at
Arnold
Palmer
Sarr. Coach Dave Wann.
Invitational.
"This is the only place that
doesn't have appearance fees,"
Woods said of the PGA Tour.
"Most of the guys get appearance lees to play around the
world. I've played all around the From Page 7A
world and I've thoroughly
enjoyed going.
"Obviously, there's some
controversy behind it, but Fm
really looking forward to getting
down there and competing."
The HSBC Champions is
expected to become a World
Golf Championship. and when it
does, it will be the only WGC
event that Woods has not won.
But it won't be his first appearance at the tournament in
Shanghai.
He was runner-up in 2005 and
2006. Phil Mickelson won the
HSBC a year later.

•'Breds

KIM OUT: For the second time
this year. Anthony Kim had
withdraw from a tournament.
Kim was suffering from the
flu when he pulled out of the
pro-am at the Arnold Palmer
Invitational. By Wednesday
afternoon. he still was not feeling well enough to compete.
"I am very disappointed to
have had to withdraw from the
Arnold Palmer Invitational."
Kim said in a statement. "I was
looking forward to playing this
tournament for the first time."
Kim also withdrew from the
Bob Hope Classic in the
California desert, where he went
to high school. He had a shoulder injury.
The 23-year-old Kim has
played only four times on the
PGA Tour this year. He said he
would return home to Dallas to
recuperate and continue his
preparations for the Masters.

SOUTH REGIONAL
At FedEx Forum
Memphis. Tenn
Regional Semifinals
Friday, March 27
Oklahoma (29-51 vs Syracuse 128-91 6
27 p m
Nodh Carolina (30-4) vs Gonzaga (285) after conclusion of first game
Regional Championship
Sunday, March 29
Semifinal winners
MIDWEST REGIONAL
At Lucas Cil Stadium
Indianapolis
Regional Semifinals
Friday, March 27
Louisville (30-5) vs Ar.zona (21-13), 60
7pm
Michigan state (28-6) vs Kansas (27-7)
after conclusion of first game
Regional Championship
Sunday. March 29
Semifinal iwinne's
WEST REGIONAL
At University of Phoenix Stadium
Glendale, Ariz.

Regionai Semifinal*
Thursday March 26
onnectic,i
41
(27-91,6
07 pm
Missouri '30-6) vs Memphis 133-31 aft
er conclusion of first game
Regional Championship
Saturday. March 28
Semifinal wriners
FINAL FOUR
At Ford Field
Detroit
National Semifinals
Saturday, April 4
East champion '45 SOUIn 7h.imspu7ri
Midwest champion vs West champion
National Championship
Monday. April 6
Sentfinal winners
National Invitation Tournament
At Times CDT
Quarterfinals
Tuesday. March 24
Baylor 74. Auburn 72
Penn State 71 Florida 62
VVeonesday March 25
Notre Dame 77, Kentucky 67
San Diego State 70 Saint Mary s Calif
66
Seminnals
Tuesday. March 30
At Madison Square Garden
New York
Semifinal*
Baylor (23-14) vs San Diego State i269), 6 p m
Penn State (25-11) vs Notre Dame (2114), 8 30 p.m
Championship
Thursday, April 2
Semifinal winners 6 p.m

SPOrtSitiri(.4

•The Lady Laker basketball banquet wil! be held Thursday. April 9
at 6:30 p.m. Cost is $8 per person and reservations must be maae by
Thursday, March 26. Please mail checks made payable to CCHS Lady
Lakers with name and number of guests to: Calloway County High
School' Attn: Teri Futrell: 2108 College Farm Rd.; Murray, KY. 42071
•Entries are now being taken for the 26th annual Kings and Queens
Couples Golf Tournament at the Murray Country Club July 27-28. There
will be six flights with cash prizes for the first five places. The entry fee
is 5125 per couple and includes the green fee for a practice round of
golf. mulligans both days and lunch both days. Carts for the two-day
tournament are $40. Entry fees may be mailed to Murray Country Club:
P.O. Box 310: Murray, KY 42071. For more information, contact Gayle
Blackburn at 762-0068 or 753-9430.
111 The
Lady Colonel Classic 2009 fastpitch tournament will be
held June 26-28 at Tie Breaker Park in Hopkinsville. Age brackets
include 8U, 10U, 120, 140, 16U and 18U. For more information, please
contact John Travis at (270) 839-4953.
•A 3-on-3 basketball tournament will be held Marcn 27-29 at the
YMCA Blue Building on North 15th Street in Mayfield There will be two
divisions. 14 years of age through 17 years of age and 18 and older
Cost is $100 per team. Registration forms may be picked up at the
Graves County Shenff's Office or call George Workman at (270) 9707482 for more information.

•UK
TOMMY DII LARD. Ledger & Times

Tyler Hall, a Graves County product, pitches for Murray State in the seventh inning
of the
'Breds 17-3 win over Mid-Continent in the first game of a doubleheader Wednesday at Reagan
Field.

on seven hits over three innine,
Murray State 13.
Mid-Continent 3
Daniel Miller's bases-clearing double in the third inning
PAR FOR THE COURSE: sparked a four-run rally as
Arnold Palmer says Bay Hill is Murray State completed a douin the best shape he can remem- bleheader sweep with a 13-3
ber. but he's not done with it yet. victory over Mid-Continent
Palmer said the course would Wednesday afternoon at Reagan
be redone on May 15, mainly Field.
The Cougars (8-24) got on
changing the soil on the greens
to make them more consistent the board in the first as Tanner
and eliminate the problem they Hill singled up the middle with
had with nematodes last year two outs and scored when Adam
that nearly killed them. The rout- Connors fly ball to center was
ing will not change. but Palmer dropped.
MSU (16-7) tied the game in
said he would create more collection areas and eliminate a few the bottom of the inning as Zach
Noonan doubled to the base of
bunkers that aren't in play.
And he suggested returning the fence in right and scored on
Bay Hill to a par 72 for his tour- Wes Cunningham's single
through the right side.
nament.

MCU added a run in the second as Sean Aldrich singled up
the middle with two outs and
scored on Caleb Joost's double
to right center.
The Cougars pushed across
another unearned run in the third
as a misplayed ball in right field
led to the third run of the game.
The 'Breds got the offense
going
in
the third
as
Cunningham started a rally with
a single up the middle and went
to third on Tyler Owen's single
through the nght side. Jason
Laws plated Cunningham with a
single through the right side.
Following a two-out walk to
Propst. Miller cleared the bases
with a double to deep left center.
Kyle Tieman added to the run
total in the fourth as he started
the inning with his first career

•"Tigers
From Page 7A
"We had so many, we had to
move to a second location," said
Johnson. "The response was
great."
Johnson credits much of that
response to a domino effect.
Once one upper echelon program makes a commitment to a
tournament, others follow, he
says.
"When you get good teams,
everybody kind of wants to play
in it." he said. "('hristian County
texentual state tournament participant) catne last year and will
probably be back next year. You
get good competition early and
it's a good test to see where you
stand at the first part of the season."
Christian County. ranked No.
13 in the state's preseason
coaches poll. couldn't make
this year's tournament due to a
scheduling conflict, but there

NCAA Tournament Glance
Ail Times CDT
EAST REGIONAL
At TO Banknorth Garden
Boston
Regional Semifinals
Thursday March 26
Pittsburgh 130-4, vs Xavier 127 '1 627
pm
Duke (30-6) vs Villanova 128-71 alter c
onclusion of first game
Regional Championship
Saturday. March 28
Semifinal voinii.ei,

will be no shortage of high-calFor coaches, the tournament
iber competition without the is not only a chance to see how
Colonels.
their team stacks up against elite
First Region preseason competition. but also to get an
favorites Marshall County and early look at the strengths and
Ballard Memorial are both pres- weaknesses of other squads
ent. Defending region champion around the area.
Heath will help open the tourna"You get to watch good basement tonight, playing University ball when you're not playing,"
Heights at 5 p.m. followed by says Johnson. -Coaches espeMurray at 7:15.
cially like the chance to see
Trigg County is off to a hot teams that are supposed to be
start at 2-0 with an upset win good and that they may contend
over Christian County. The with later in the season."
Wildcats face Murray and Heath
But with the advantages of
on Friday night, then square off hosting a tournament the first
against Ballard on Saturday.
weekend of the season comes
Fourth Region contender one drawback — the Classic has
Warren Central has the farthest been rain delayed each of its
trip and adds some spice to a first two years and Friday's forefield that is otherwise composed cast calls for a 70 percent chance
strictly of First and Second of thunderstorms.
Region squads.
If we get rain, we'll just
The weekend slate also have to adjust," said Johnson.
includes Lyon County, Union "We'll try to play as many as we
County, Livingston Central and can, keep the coaches updated
Graves County.
and try to go from there."

home run to fight center.
Matt McGatia (2-0) picked
up the victory as he allowed one
unearned run on two hits over
two innings. Josh Bowman (0-5)
took the loss after giving up six
runs on 10 hits over four
innings.
Cunningham and Propst each
went 3-for-3, while Laws was 3for-4. Tiernan, Owen, Craycraft
and Miller each had two hits.
Miller's four RBIs were a career
best.
The 'Breds return to the diamond Friday as they open a
three-game series against SIU
Edwardsville. First pitch is set
for 3 p.m. at Reagan Field.

From Page 7A
"They brought their band and
cheerleaders like a high school
game," Harangody said. "It was
kind of fun, the fans going back
and forth. It was neat. It was a
good crowd."
The scene was reminiscent of
when red-clad Nebraska fans
filled about a third of Notre
Dame Stadium for a football
game in 2000 and chanted:
"Husker, home game!"
It was Notre Dame's first win
over the Wildcats since an 80-67
victory in 1990 during Rick
Pitino's first year as Kentucky
coach.
Gillispie now returns to
Lexington with many fans wondering about his future. Gillispie
said the speculation about his
job security wasn't a distraction.
"I do one thing. I always stay

focused. I take care of my task at
hand," he said. "That's what I
always have done and that's
what I will do."
Asked about how he feels
about all the judgment he's facing after posing a 40-27 record
in two seasons at Kentucky,
Gillispie said:'There's only one
judgment I'll ever be concerned
about, and I hope I pass that
judgment. That's the only one
I'll ever be concerned about, and
I'm really proud that that's the
only judgment that will ever
have a real affect on me, and I
hope I pass that one with flying
colors."
Gillispie declined to answer
when asked whose judgment he
was referring to, saying it was
obvious.

Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
"Quality Work Since 1937"
SERVING THE PEOPLE OF WESTERN
KENTUCKY FOR OVER 70 YEARS

TWINE'
Truer for
rftrr 5r1 Years

ParIntronK

iS

$100.00 REBATE
On Replacement of any
Complete Central Residential
Heating and Cooling Systems
March 1 trau April 30. 2009

WE SERVICE ALL BRANDS!
Sheetmetal • Heating and Air Conditioning • Installation and Service
• Commercial• Residential • Commercial Refrigeration
Galvanized, Brass, Copper Aluminum and Stainless Steel
• Commercial Gutters• Humidifiers and Air Cleaner.

ROTOBRUSH DUCT CLEANING
802 Cheetnut Street• Murray, Kentucky 42071
(270) 753-8181 • www.randythewnton.corn
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I

Calloway Garden/Essex

The Public Service Commission it Kentucky designated West Kentucky Rural
Telephone Cooperative the 'Eligible Telecommunications Came,'for
servicie
area for universal service purposes The goal of universal service is to provide ill
Citizens access to essential telecommunications services
West Kentucky Rural Tel.-phone Cooperative provides single party resider,.
lisnth unlimited local usage) and business service for rafxs which range from
$13 06 for residential customers and $19 06 per month for business customers
Th.includes access to
•Ising distance terriers
•Emergency services
•Operative services
•Direetory assistance
*Telecommunications Relay Services
II ither services designed to persons with disabilities
•Toll blocking

IIVIMEDIATE. OPENING
NEE6 EMIL* CASH?
Minimal Hour

Monthly Pay

Tpking AppliccitiOnSior .
- County Route:Coifier.for.:
The Murray.Ledger-&' Times
Must have own automobile, good driving
record and vehicle iniurance. Six day per
week delivery. Interested persons Should come by and Oak Up an application at
The Murray Ledger & nines
1001 Whitnell Ave

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS I

lug Customers

Please call West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative at 877-954-8748 if you
have any questions

Waimart is currently accepting
applications for remodel associates.

1
1

06

Available positions: Night
Help Wattled

1

Maintenance, Overnight. Warehouse,

Trait dining;
"Neat Generation's
Music DJ's"
• Weddings • Private Parties
• Song Requests Welcome
• Mixed music from all genres
• Soon to be hosting Karaohe
• Performing at the Keg
Friday Nights at 9pm

Brandon(270)348-4413

.1'0. I Ill

nt

STEVE VIDMER
•
ofI.,a).%
BANKKIL.P1( .
CHAP ITIRS1.-8i 13

753-1752
s IN VS \I-1\

klINI MI 7,1

BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for LPN's
We also
offer an excellent benefit package Full and
part time positions are
available
Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for an RN. This is a
part-time dayshin position for Tuesday.
Wednesday and
Thursdays. Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in
person at Bntthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

March Madness Sale
Charlie's Antique Mall
in Historic Hazel. KY
Special Savings up to 75% of t
BIGGEST SALE OF THE YEAR
Saturday Feb. 2hth through the end of ?elaf
aglaillababiaLSRASIIII_ Sale,
For more info and to sign up for pet:1,i;
drawings go to hurl //Lharliesantiguemall.com

DELIVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER
.0Y0yray CO Piopane Gas
^ Murray has an opening
a rocai propane deirvery
nottrock Onset and tans
ser.nsiaiier Must have a
COL Ha23.11ar slacker
ExCielent pay gram benefits Please call 753-7485
or toll tree for Warren at
1 800-874-4427 est 142
'read nen at
Aoianwycs duogas corn

Day Set Up.To apply

NOTICE OF
PUBLIC SALE
Premier Mini Storage
644N 12th St
Murray, will offer for
public sale on March
28th at SAM for nonpayment of rent for the
following units C-17,
E14. F16. F46, H20.
1-432. H51, H53

GET THIS IX1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so al
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of Is employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever tor their
activities

mainte
GENERAL
nance $8.00/hr. Mus
electncal,
plumb
now
ing, pools. Apply a
Baymont Inn & Suites
1210 N 121h, Murray.
PART-TIME Office
help Some telephone
marketing expenence
helpful, local office
Write PO Box 2426,
Paducah KY 42002

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- sextiort
on OW classifieds
webpage at
mumoiledger com.
sos sill he redirected
ill iobnetwork com
It detault,
klurraa and lisal lob
listings sill appear on
this webstle
Eloweact, as a national
website, not all listings
on the iohnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us it y cal base any
questions regarding
the Murray area
lob listings Thank aou

PADUCAH
Or
Hopiunsville
Real
Estate licensing class
since 1992
or
nigh.
Days
Debit credit cards
payment plan 27
2 2 3 - 0 7 8 9
deloiseadams@yaho
corn

visit the hiring

kiosk inside Walmart or visit our web

I

16
Koine Firnishings

TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361
190
Flom Equipment

site at walmart.com/apply.

SCHWARZ SUPPLY SOURCE
250 Melvin Henley Dr.
Murray, KY 42071
Immediate opening for a Night Shift Lead
Person (Forklift and lead experience a mustl
Mon-Th 4.00pm-2.30am
Also accepting applications for various warehouse positions. Days and Nights
Applicants must apply in person. Accepting
applications Mon-Fri 9.00am-3:00pm

JD HI-Cycle Sprayers
600, 6,000, 6,500 from
$4,500.
Parts
8
Service 502-550-4080
270
Mobile Homes For UR

I

1, 2. 3BR homes
Possible
FSBO.
finance. Set-up in
Murray. Bill 978-7656
2-3BR homes. Will
consider trade- motor
cycle,
automobile,
camper, Bill-(270)9787656
2003 Clayton 16x80.
Vinyl siding, shingle
roof, like new.
270-489-2525

RECEPTIONIST to
Dr.'s Office. Basic
Clerical
Skills.
Energetic and
Excellent Personality
tor
Dealing
with
People
Experience
helpful but will
train qualified person
Please
apply
at
Heskett Chiropractic,
1703 Hwy. 121
North
Murray.
Monday-Thursday 8:00
- 500 p.m

HOME cleaning servic
es 227-7129
1 20

010
Lentil
Notice

Downs

Apartments

NOTICE
To All Customers of West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative

'hat I
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770
290
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300
320
330
340
300
370
345
390
410
425

Use of these services may result In added charges
In addition. West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative provides one cops
annual local directory without charge Touch Tone service is available for a
charge of $1 50 for residential and $2 011 per month for business customers per
month
West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative would Ise pleased to pruvide you
with specific rates for your area upon request
As of 03/01..09. West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative offers qualified customers Lifeline Service If you are a Low Income customer you may qualify for
West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative's Lifeline Program This means von
may receive a monthly discount for your basic phone charges This service also
includes a discount for line connection charges and free toll blocking for qualify
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yill be
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790
195
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220

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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Appoint. Pets
Went To Buy
Articles For Sete
Appeences
Furnrsornes
Antiques
Lawn a Garden

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004
BUYING old U.S.Coin
collections
Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th.
Murray

S ANT T() nTA'
_JUNK CARS
.
Pick.up
liF.V AVM
rAtorx
75_-

1998 Gulf Stream Sun
Voyager Motor Home
12ft
34ft.. 38.000k.
293-8004.

3BR $275.00
753-6012
NICE 2 BR, no pets.
753-9866

2001
Monaco
Diplomat, 40', loaded.
I
P
.partments
II
For Runt
51,000
miles [
(270)293-2293
1 BR apt, various loa
BEAUTIFUL long
cations Coleman RE
dresses. 2-PC dressMove in free days
es, suits, size 14-16.
753-9898
lx Short coats. shoes.
1 BR furnished
9.9-1/2 AA-M. bedupstairs. Utilities
room chair. 2 comfort.
included. No pets.
4-PC each
Near downtown. $400.
(270)753-8004
270-767-7702
(270)293-8004
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
FRESH milk co-op
Lease and deposit
293-6989
required 753-4109
SONY Flat Panel TV's
1BR & 2BR apartments
Full line of all Sony flat
available Great locapanel TV's All the
tion 1 year lease 1
newest makes and
month deposit, no pets
including
models
753-2905
XBR
Sony's
Best
1BR all appliances in
series On display for
University
Heights
free delivery & set-up
Subdivision
Deposit.
custom
surround
lease,
no
pets
$325
sound installation also
753-4937 M-F 8-5
available Guaranteed
lowest prices locally 2 BR apt near MSU
Move in free days
owned and operated
Coleman RE
Come in see these
753-9898
magnificent TV's in
action
Murray 2 BR, 2 BA, no pets
Electronics, Inc cor- 406 Bambi Cl North
ner of 8th and Arcadia
270-841-5653,
www murrayelectronic270-376-2746
sine com
2 Nice Duplexes
1270)753-7567
5475-5495. all appliances, lease, references, no pets
436-5927
Appliances

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

E South 12th Si
(270)7531713

605

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large, 2BR,
1 5 bath, garage. all
appliances.
C/H,A,
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished. 1
small
indoor
pet
allowed $675 mo.
435-4273 or 293-7404

2-BR brick duplex
Located 609 Elm St.
residential
neighborhood. Close to
hospital,
school
Weeks Center. C/H/A,
w/d, dw, disposal, carport. 10x20 covered
deck with lights and
ceiling fan. $5504400
deposit moves you in
lease
Short
term
Available April 10th
293-2797.

1505 Diuguid Tome • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.16
I p.m. to 4 p.m.
°

2BR 1BA Duplex,
CHVAC, all appliances, trash, quiet
safe neighborhood
$475/mo. 1 month
secunty, no pets
(270)519-4831

www.murraykyapartments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments

2BR apt partially furnished, some utilities
paid,
no
pets,
$290/mo. 767-9037

Water, sewer. trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

2BR Duplex, C/H/A. all
appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood.
(270)753-0259

340
Houses For Rent
2 BR, 1 BA. 2 ca
garage, large yard
partially fenced. $550
plus
security
and
lease. 978-7441.
2 BR, appliances. w/d
hook-up, air conditioner, garage, big fenced
back yard. $525/mo
South 9th St 270-7670615

2BR duplex, nice.
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Venous locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex, stove
refrigerator, air conditioner furnished. No
pets. $325.00/mo.
435-4114
2BR townhome 1.58A.
WM.2-car garage.
S695/rent,
$500/deposit.
1-year lease, no pets.
Call about spnng special. 293-3904 1401
Diuguid Dr.
2BR. 1.5BA all bnck
duplex with garage in
Lynn Grove. Less than
1yr. old. All new appliances. 227-7579
2BR, patio, no pets.
$355/mo. 293-6070
3 BR duplex. Coleman
RE 753-9898
4 BR, 2 BA. all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898
4BR, 2.5BA duplex
now available. All appliances. No pets. I yr.
lease. deposit. $760
per month. 753-4937
8-5. M-F

2 BR, very nice
Coleman RE
753-9898
283 Bedroom houses
Lynn Grove. Murray
94East, lease &
deposit required.
753-4109
2BR, 2BA, garage, no
pets. $395. 753-3949
3BR. 1BA, brick ranch,
newly remodeled. 303
Woodlawn. $675/mo
plus secunty.
270-474-2520
3BR, 2Ba, all appliances. C/H/A in Hazel
$500/mo., references,
deposit, no pets.
753-1059

NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR C/H/A.
Low utilities. Quiet,
What you've been
looking for. $440
deposit.
(270)978-0913

ONLY 1 1/4 miles from
Murray City Limits and
M.S.U. on 121N. 3BR,
IBA w/d, with 32x42
detached garage. CHA
newly remodeled. No
pets.
Lease $600
month 270-753-1718

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

4.11 sues In
(It your need.
Located by
Froggy radio station
7 9MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905

NEON BEACH
111RN1 STORAGE

DUPLEXES behind
Primary Care, all
appliances. Call
767-9948
HAZEL New one bedroom. Appliances,
water, sewer, trash.
electric Included
$550/mo.
(270)492-8211
LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus. C/HA, W&D.
$600- 2 people. $6753 people, water,
sewage & trash furnished, no pets.
(270)293-3710
LARGE rucce 1BR all
appliances 270-7595885, 270-293-7085

Rousse For Rea
3BR. 2BA, Hardwood
floors, newly remodeled. 701 Broad St.
$500 month, no pets.
293-3710

All size Units
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity
812 W Mesa Ave.

753-3853
e

,
Ass•into
Savings! ;
a
e
e
e

subscribe to the

M I RRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mail
3 mo. ..............S30.00
3 mo...--... 335.00
6 mo. .......
$63 00
1 yr. --_.-4105.00 6 eta
I yr.-SUMO

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
All Other Mail
8 vouchers
of KY/TN
e Rest
Posies A Buchanan,
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
Subscriptions
902 Northwood On
$74 00
3 mo.
Monday.
6 mo.
$96.00
$90.00 6 mo.
Wednesday. Friday
1 yr.-............$120.00 I yr.
$145.00 i
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Check
Money Order
SVC
Visa
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056
Name _
for
TOWNHOUSES
I St. Address
rent 3 & 4 BR 2.5 BA,
oven.
refrigerator.
City
'
stove, washer & dryer
State
Zip
I
included. Close to
Murray State $630Daytime Ph
$840 a month. First I '
Mail this coupon with payment to
month 1/2 off Call 270Murray Ledger & Times
348-0458.
P.O. Box 1040
VERY nice 2BR. all
Murray, KY 42071
appliances. 270-759/ri call (270) 753-1916
5885. 270-293-7085
•
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PUBLIC AUCTION

IT'S TIME TO GET
RID OF THOSE
UNWANTED ITEMS
By HAVING A
YARD SALE!

10:00 AM

Three Days $20.00
2X2- Holds up to 70 words
One day $18.00

Three days $35.00

LEDGER&TIMES
440
Lora For Sale

1306 Wells Blvd
Friday

10am-2pm

Saturday 10am-2pm
Complete Household liquidation
Eames style Lounge & Ottoman,
Dunbar Coffee Table. Copper, Furniture,
Appliances, Everything must go!
Additional times by appointment

- • 1 2•Aqes:lot. is,
'grbat.rteig*rhOtxt,
gine. Q11
...
Undei,C01:)e-SOG
0 000
759;4017
•293,4144. . •

Homes For Sake

I

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
DWI S.&
10X10$2.5 1,115 $41
1270)436-2524
(270)2934906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
•Sate & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

400
Yard Sala

"WE'RE
DE CLUTTERING
SALE"
1409 OAKHILL
FRI. & SAT
7:00-?
Area rugs. furniture.
office desk, glassware, artwork, BrakeBuddy, girls clothes,
wedding dress, electronics, linens, china
cabinet, more on
Saturday

YARD SALE
714 OLIVE,
MURRAY
SATURDAY
MARCH 26
From 8AM-???
SOMETHING
FOR
EVERYONE

CHavrs REAL
ESTATE& AUCTION

rM7

Dreas. For Rant

1500 sq. ft Store
frontage, 1701 121N
bypass, $750 month.
Call 753-2225 (Debbie
Mac) 759-1509 (Steve)
after 5.00.
3yr old commercial
bukling. 30x40. Could
be used for storage
Low utility bills. work753-6106,
home- 753-3258.
OFFICE or retail space
available. Pnme locatior 753-2905,
293-1480

AKC
German
Shepherd. female, 1.5
yrs . great dog Call
315-765-1825
DACHSHUND/DOBER
MAN mix 4-male, 1 female, $60. 474-9722
DOG Obedience_
436-2858.
YORKIE
puppies
Ready 3/30 5-8Ibs full
grown $500
270-748-5549

430
PAW Estat

subpart
thr Federal Far
Hounng Act. oh,clr makes it
dlegal to adverhse anc prefer
twice. limitation or discnmina
Son based on race Lola, tel
you wk. handicap, familial Ca
tus or national origin. or mien
bon to maLe any such prefer.
MRS. limitahons or disenm natam
forbid discrimination
State lac
,
in the sale rental or advernsiny,
of real ,
e tate hard on factors
addition to tho.., pnec,ted
under tederai IJA
he 1,111 k,s it trfgh
an,
ads ertning 0 real :stati hish
is not m ,iolation it thr la, All
persons arc he•ebs Into,med
that 411 ki IS elltnr.sadsrrtisis!
as aila6e on an e51131 oppirta
niti haw,
For turther avastanct. with Fair
Housing Adsertning requirement
, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P %tam. 01314s-iciriti

HAY for sale Hybrid
Bermuda grass (horse
Quality) square bale
$5 50 each. Mixed
Grass rolls $40/each
270-293-3805
Straw tor sale
293-6989

Call Os We will be
ki
litixity Ledger & Times
'-2713753-1916 .

3BR, 2BA, 2.5 car
garage on 1 acre lot.
off Oaks Country Club
Rd. $134,000.
270-210-4563.
BEAUTIFUL 3Bedroom, 1 -Bath
1 350 Sq-Ft ,brick.
1502 Henry St.
$87,500
Call: 812-677-1046
FSBO 3BR, 2BA, brick
home. Features hardwood, ide, stainless
steel appliances and
fenced back yard.
1500
$119,000.
Johnson Blvd.
270-210-0663
MURRAY Estates 3
BR.
2.5
BA.
Immaculate, tastefully
decorated.
.5 acre
lot.Low 200's.
7 67-2246_
NEW 2100sqft. brick
home. Hill top view. 1/2
mile to Murray. Must
see. $144.000
By
owner. 519-8570
New 2-4
Bedroom homes
in Riverfield
Eststes.
Mutt Jennings

e uy
Houseal
Fast Cash Offer
Stop Foreclosure
761-HOME
7611801%42..03M

Mamas'& ATVs
HARLEY
Davidsor
FLHTCI, blue/silver
1.800 miles 293-1231
2008 50cc scooter,
1.600 miles. 100mpg,
$600 obo 978-5874
480
Auto Parts

- ipso
, ,TIRES
14, 15. 16 inch

a•root••o•tr

HALEY Real Estate
Appraising
270 759-4218

KENTUCKY Lake!
1.41 AC- $24,500
(Was $39.900)
Heavily wooded, high
elevation
lake access parcel
with FREE covered
boat slips
Walk to nature
preserve & fishing
pond. Low
financing. Cal now 1800-704-3154, x 2239.

tode-a-hed ssi2 recliner,& built in entertainment center •
Suitcase section & glass front • east iron pots & skillets •
1,011110fe Intl W.it,e • sitter & end tables • •011ltr L1111
,
111e1
• dinette table & chair, • Kenmore ininghi treercr it
I lolland grill it and more Inervhandise trom house
tARM FINVIPMEST & TOOLS' Super C Farm All tractor. quid hitch plow. disc & cultisator • Rohm, Z1)25
emmee 0 itirn.2Ia in hdans Sportsman KOO loin, automat1... %/EEO,.AND in demand Polaris cinch Im front SO )r
anniversan, rndl . 64 hr... e‘cellent ,ondition.Craftsman
pre-,sum oa,her. 27111 PSI, 7 hp. HAS • Craftsman drill
ries. 2 hp (rico i • Craftsman 8- bench grinder inrc i •
Craftsman n hp air cenipeessor. 13 gal • neo Craftsman
double sr it fool boa it C'raftsrian Work bench it nest set of
,
' diets & crenches • side grinder, it dnll hos. earpenter'r.
t 'rationan 8 5 hp chipper/shredder. 1- stepping A:p..1i) •
'i:adman M11)rear tine tiller. 0.5 R&S• tire changer•3 I/2
tL.in floor lack • 3 point pallet fork • McKee Mil PT2
Modular field cultism,. 24 it 101d-up • Woods if ft HD
blade, 4 ca.
s hydroulis • .2 wheel dump Hallo IA 10 it In ft,
: aide trailer • 1441 Dodge Ram, 1S0 Cummings Turbo.
hese'. 5 speed dual wheels, steel bed it Dodgy' seri, needs
...tirk • Ia. n & garden 11•01, and much more
Lunch Availabk
Nor Responsiblefar Arra/eras
11-.RMS & (1)^4)11YDNS Compleir settlement do ol attyYmn
Payable in (•ASH. CASHIER'S CHECK tw PERS(MAI.('HI-OS,
nub CURRENT BANK I.F1. TER Of CIODIT puaontemng pay
'nem_ made to Doug Tat hi/ Auciton Semite remelted by Ali if,
vet. not perwayally known by the TAIst•Ifl LtlInplitly

Starting-at $20
mounted

Call 753-5606
Spat Utility Vehicles
2004 Chevrolet Z71
Subin ban
loaded
Excellent
condition
45,500-miles
one
owner $16,000
293-4646
04 Jeep Grand
Cherokee Laredo.
4WD. V-6, excellent
condition. $8.900 Can
be seen at 718 South
4th St. 293-7452

(AA)Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

753-9562
293-8377, 436-2867
Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning hauling. etc
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work
519-8570 &minor's
Handyman &
Carpentry Service
Over 20 years Tree
service also Call Don,
Murray area.
A+ Sheet Metal
•Roofs & Buildings
•Sold & Installed
Free Estimates
(270)227-1178
(270)705-7576

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

3BR, 2BA new conCampbell
struction
Estate Great price
Call for appt. 753
3966. 293-9747.

293-1872
Murray Ledger ik Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
MI real estate adserhsed !screw

Lake Property
Grain fed beef all natural 270-474-2226 or
270-227-7424

3 bedroom. 1 1/2
baths, 2-car garage,
workshop, on 4 acres
land Priced to sell.
Phone 293-6392

24 nowt faers,KA
RCS.. Corn . & Ind
Licensed St Insured
All jobs - hig air small

111011.11:11 IS f)1 Ptitml\At.PROP/.kit 1.1S'11\r,
itot sEtiuLty 0.,r, ii,,,...h,I gi.indtaitier , 1 .. 1k A -,olle. tor
• M15- Mitothishi TV.Brisk (*rah sectional sola

,,e1, sing shams, hinders • metal cot bench ot,i‘e •

(270)293-8470
N(01 01.1
N)B(
WI( \(.1

Hill Electric
sIflt C 19146

TERMS ANL? t'ONDITION$ELM RI-Al ESTAIL
10% DOWN DAY Of AUCTION, CIA/SIN(i WITHIN
111 1)AYS WITH PASSING 0+ IWI-D POSSESSION AT
LI t,SINC,

Two days $28.00

Thursday 10am-2pm

YOUR

AD
COULD WE
. MERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

ilie!. see In
T..'" lire'. sitr
,
Med 141 NI'
,...,` V. di its' offered
single tracts..iiiiibinotuim and a, J.
little
Duet It Sell acre../1764 in It douhle ss Kle !nohow
home
fraid,E; COM 8,11, mini 11,13. groat building site
fiaLfj, ill 191 - Good tami land
kakikt. 27 114 - Hunters' paradise deer. itirke
ifila:L.O. 22. ISO -('nod for Hunting it/torts' open land tin
mood plies.

One Day $11.00

88 YEAR ESTATE TAG SALE

753-1 16 227-0611

$LEALLYIAlt, soi,,,, douAle uid, ,roI.l, h..,u, h
Mills tti land t hi MIN a Silk, managemeni re•VI, Iht
right to iillei .epdrately. an 0ofr111111:11•4 it, and as a .had,' ,..

Two Days $16.00

•

1
Mowing
Lawn
Lowest prices
mulch, other
services also
5325°4 227-9153

bar inferinadon COMMA : Late. grout. 901 4.05-5760
(For details/pictures .isit our evirsitso.
I* M u.dougta!•torsaiction.conli

1x2 Holds up to 30 words

milli

LAWN SERVICE
&towing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leal Vacuuming
Satirist-bon guaranteed

SeIhng Real Esiair & Penonal Properfl for Metro
(rroup( ontracror, Int

(WHILE SUPPLIES I N•CT)

ANNOUNCEMENTS

•

Palmerssille, TN - 1315 1Seht• Rd.
from hula,IN take Ha . 69 S. approximitten 14 miles to Hiies Store Rd.. turn kit
go 2.5 miles to 1315 Nebb Rd. From
Palmer-pike take Hsy. 190 1.7 miles to
NN ebb Rd. go approx. 5 miles to auction.

Free!!

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

1

SATURDAY. APRIL 4, 2009 4101

YARD SALE KIT
WITH PURCHASE OF
YARD SALE AD!

J4104
III

/1. -ateciaut -

,t

•RetOng •Rrowdeling
•Repaors •Msz.rcd
•No led,too small
'Fonunctg
227-2617
474-058.6

,
ItSr!
.0.4.1.1 .1 I di. RI .11t.I .r.iii. Iiireda i
- .200 .yili.iii, I 404 '• .1.4•I'SA.;11..I.1
/
4
')11t25`I
•
.

'. '• . 4;lill'Illislill 't 7
...,11.1.N.
07
,
0 '...!

1,
1tItt: I a,io.r.. Stitt

ionicrellealtiir41.1. tit er'..,.''

-i..,i1207li3O.1-4i-nt;b1,,C
b.r.Aim& 14..riems. '1,1•11.,r.

AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
•Sagging floors
•Roof Leaks
•Sheetrock
-Decks
No lob too small
227-9641

EPPITTI .r,-..W71.firirfSr
-iir-iiir.r
(44%.1L-7411E'llt4C01...ar )
Sat. Mar. 28th AT 10:00 A.M.
Lorry llifylla & Jahn Wylie
Bitaaralk4E.Ira, VINI
153 Stringtown Rd, Kenton, TN 38233
From Kenton, Take Hwy 45W South
2 Miles To Lane View Church Sign
"Turkey Lane", Proceed West 1/2
Mile To The Church, Turn Left Ana
Proceed SW 2 Miles!
- WelliM 641

a_aialaa-a-ir ast.
wwwom4..J.moirverscolmsst.Ii-cvc
4oss

9
.
..
1 -till
r

4-

• • -,E SELL ':,r; P.04CHINE

-

•

-'490
Wed Cara

uLTIMAT,E DETAIL
•1-1.and Swistsv4xt.
.Venoi si3ving at5!,10
• i.Scral4h Herrt.).C/ 1
1270)673-7728
GREAT
graduation
presents, 2001 Honda
Civic. Loaded, sunroof.
light hail damage
$4.195 obo, $2,500
below book. Both vehicle have all service
record. 1997 Explorer
Eddie Bauer Every
:Aron. Leather. sun dot
ext. $3,695.
$1.400 below book.
Open to reasonable
offers. Have 2 new
cars. 417-337-3561.
07 Burgundy Corvette.
5.000 miles 293-1231
2003 Toyota Camry
LE. 51,xxx-miles, sunroof, spoiler, aluminum
wheels, Michelin tires.
condition,
excellent
service
records
$10.500
753-6145
2000 Daewoo Nutiva
$600 227-2550
leave-message
99 Buick Park Avenue,
local, leather. loaded.
53,750 753-8096/7532633
1999 Toyota Camry,
59,000 miles
(270)293-2293

Ussd Cars
I
1997 Nissan Maxima,
high mileage, excellent
condition $3600
(270)293-3244,
(270)753-4276
SOO
Used Trucks
1995 Freightliner, 430470 Detroit -60"
series, 10 speed
Eaton. Can he seen
East Valley Diesdel
Repair Call Paul
(270)767-1773
1971 Ford F100
Ranger truck, good
shape (270)293-2293

05 Chevrolet Corques
32ft 11,000 miles
293-1231

ASHCRAFT
Home
Repair
Replacement doors &
windows. roofing &
repair, flooring- hardwood & tile, interior
trim work. Reasonable
rates Insured. 2931132 Dwayne Ashcraft.

ASP AIX
Mitchell Eros.
Paving
*1'MAF,'espistietive
7$9-1/501.
753;1$17
TRAVIS'
ASPHAIM
Muting
INN 114 %%

is.
270-753-2279
AURORA TREE COMPANY--For all your tree
care needs
'Cut, trim
and
removal
Debi ms removal
•New planting and
care
Residential and commercial
▪(2701 703-9523.
Benton,KY
Licensed and insured

20ft. Jet Boat, 450
Chevrolet
engine.
Blue, orange. yellow
flames in color, tandem
axle trailer. 2911231.

'r ree estimates
'Guarantee 100% cus
tomer satisfaction

1989 14 aluminum
Starcraft. 1975 25hp,
Evinrude,
excellent
condition 753-0783

BRANDON'S Outdoor
Service Lawns, shrubs,
bushogging,
blade work
I-1-436-5277
C-978-0543

D&M Lawn Care
227-8575

•Bek.oriiir
Manager oiLsreidge

annual salary $40 374,
in eight months in
online program offered
by Tennessee
Technology Center at
Elizabethton Details
www ttcelizabethton ed
u. 1-888-986-2368 or
email
patricia roarkettcelizabethton edu
•Divorce with or without Children $95
With FREE name
change documents
(wife only) and marital
settlement agreement
Fast and easy Call us
24hrs 7 days 1-888789-0198
*Reach over 1 million
readers with one call,
Contact the classified
department of this
newspaper Or call KPS
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more information about
placing a 25-word classified in 70 newspapers for only $250
BUSINESS
SERVICES
•DISH NETWORK
Satellite TV systems
installed FREE this
week, 100+ Channels
$9 99 No bank
account needed, No
$$$ down needed,
18661689-0523 Call
now for details,
FOR RENT
•Try WNW kyrents erga FREE service for
renters and landlords'
Custom searches,
amenities. photos, driving directions, and
more,
FOR SALE
-Sawmills From Only
52,900 Convert your
logs to valuable lumber
with your own
Norwood portable
band sawmill Log
skidders also available
norwoodsawmills.corn?
300n. Free inlormation.
1-800-578-1363 ext.
300N
HELP WANTED

AK TRACTOR
WORKS
• Garden tilling
• Bushogging
• New yard prep
• Food plots
(270) 753-5482

ALL Carpentry
TRACTORS - JD 4960 MF1ND. 42R1 Duals • JD Construction
8650. 3 Pt PTO, 38R1 Duals • JD 4440, Clued, •Hornes -Remodeling
C&A • M Farmall, 3 Pt Hitch - SPRAYER. Spra • Decks -Screened
Coupe 4440, 2100 Hours, 60' Booms- COMBINE- Porches -Garages
HEADS :Case IH 2188, Field Tracker, Rr Asst, 300 -Sagging
*Rotten
Hrs On Engine• Case-IH 1020-30' Platform • 1064 Floors *Termite
Corn Head COTTON PICKER - MODULE
Damage *Home &
BUILDER Case IH 2155 • 4 Row Cotton Express,
Mobile Home
1500 Hours, Factory Duals • Case IH 1822 2 Row
Licensed & Insured
Picker• KBH 32' Module Builder, Automatic Bridge
TRUCKS,TRAILERS -Spreader Trucks • R Mack 270-227-0587
270-753-2353
Day Cab Road Tractors • Dump Trailers
PLANTING-TILLAGE SUPPORT EQUIP INCLUDING..
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Kinn - Case IH • Landal! - John Deere - BnIlion SERVICE IL PARTS
Glenco Amco - Phones - New Holland - Kuhn
(270) 293-8726 OR
For Information On The Equipment
759-5534
Call John Wylie At 731-796-0261
Chuck Van Buren
• - .
•

.
JAMESII. :CASH
.
.3el:.FAKYRIPAY-270-623-8466
f.z...voloott.*BRogo..

1 edger &

'Slitrra

•Expenenced phlebotomists. paramedics
MD'. LPN s. MA's
needed for Daytime
Mobile Insurance
Examinations $16-30
exam. KY and
Southern IN Detail onented, independent
contractor work E-mail
resume
gpd VI/insightblocorn

.Sullivan University
(Lexington) seeks an
Adiunct Culinary
Instructor for Friday
ei.enings and Saturday
mornings Requires an
Associate's Degree in
related held and teaching experienced Email
resume dtudor
van edu EOE
INSTRUCTIONAL
-Airlines Are HiringTrain for high paying
Aviation Maintenance
Career FAA approved
program Financial aid
if qualified Housing
available CALL
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance (888049
5387
-Attend College Online
from Home, 'Medical
'Business Paralegal
•Computers Crirtrinal
Justice. Job placement
assistance. Computer
available. Financial aid
if qualified. Call 866858-2121
www CenturaOnline.co
*Collecting
Unemployment'? You
may qualify for Slate
Training Dollars Job
Placement Assistance
Complete Heavy
Equipment Operator
Training In less than 30
days American Heavy
Equipment Training
866-280-5836
MEDICAL -Note NOT HELP WANTED
This is Medical for
Sale
-Absolutely no cost to
you, All brand new
power wheelchairs,
hospital beds and
scooters. Immediate
uelivery Call Toll Free
1-888-998-4111 to
qualify,

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
•BIH Trucking
Company Driver
Trairiaes Needed, No
CDL- NO PROBLEM,
Earn up to $900./ week
Company endorsed
CDL Training Job
assistance Financial
assistance 888-7805539
.Class-A CDL Training
BBB accredited Tuition
Reimbursement available Jot placement
assistance Cal Delta
Career Academy 1800-883-0171 7arn
7pm Mon-Sun
-Driver Collecting
Unemployment'? You
may qualify for State
Training Dollars Job
Placement assistance
Complete CDL training
& Go to work in 3
weeks Truck Amenca
Training 866-244-3644
*Driver- CURRENTLY
HIRING Experienced
Teams and Solos with
HazMat. Dry Van &
Temp Control available
0/0s welcome Call
Covenant (866)6842519 EOE
*Drivers- Miles &
Freight Positions available ASAP, CDL-A with
tanker required. Top
pay, premium benefits
and MUCH MORE,
Call or visit us online,
871-484-3061
www oakleytransporsc
Orn

-Drivers Needed...
Werner Enterprises. No
experience required.
Get your CDL in few
short weeks_ Shared
tuition program. Local
training. 1-888-5035151
www.beatrucker corn
•OTR Drivers- Join
PTL, Up to 34 cpm.
REQUIRED 12 months
experience and COL-A
Out 10-14 clays. No
felon or DUI past 5
years 877-740-6262.
wvinv.ptlenc.com

MOBILE HOMES
-100'S 01 Models,
ZERO DOWN with land
or as little as $1800
FIRST TIME BUYERS,
SSI/DISABILITY, We
own the bank, PREAPPROVALS call 606678-8134

PHILLIPS i3R0
I AWN CARE
-Spring Clean-up
*Mowing *Mulching
*Trimming
Jeremy 293-3963

530
Services Offered

'1111,

Over 40 neon rxr
Saks & lastallanon
VI der same as cash eri.
753-7728

GRASSHOPPERS
Discount Lawn Service
227-5787

Quicker, Better
Cheaper!

• weekly & special pickups
• locally ovi tied/operated

• Int & Ed Painting

Work
• 30 years exp
(270) 293-8688
(270, 489-2069

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Waritilitni.(.1

n.,

We'll clean-up yard
and rake
Free estimates
Tim Becker
(270)978-0806
(270)382-2028

II ‘I I 'S.WAS I I
\ ‘1:1\11 \ I

• Handyman

.11i lie

\1,111,1i.
3301 st. Rt 121N.
753-8087'
tuek:mR04-?•2.11-172.2
• MO..% Driur5")4.1114-1
:117

DAVIS Handywories
Roofing, small home
repairs,
garages,
windecks. siding
dows, doors & home
building to suit No lob
too small
(270)227 94f14

• Sheetrotk 9errair
-ftesaieritraf
Gamine:mai
tree-Estimates
ensed/i1nturc,i
'27111' 2.6.-to595

r-HOUSTON
ELECTRIC
, 270-227-3574
rimy houslonelectorcocom

ilatt.thda
•Aucho.•Videe
• HoMe•'Ttisletse
• des •Serviee
'
(210)227-9212

BRUSH & Hammer
Painting, fix -it's
repairs decks pressure
washed
and
stained 4.36-2228

•P,iri Time rume
based Internet buss
ness Earn $500
$1000, month or more
Flexible hours Training
provided No selling
required Free details
WWW k348 corn

FREE
11
..tropfkra
11111
#
12.

IMENMEW
AHM

JOE'S )9115
liteist4)41(1'
'iii! ii.Ork:
ni

• 101,

753-434-4 • 22- -5644
LAWN moving service
15 years experience.
Free
estimates
Insured 759-4564
LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156
270-291-0014

GAL nA
I. MN SERVICE ,
\lamer. Sbeeehiefq‘
Inmmim.%ruts; '
Pli-au cal) Ter fair r•illeate:2

75X41602
227-072(1

Cell:

MOWING A Trimming
Reliable
scheduled
lawn maintenance Any
size yard in town or
county Tree trimming,
shrubs, mulch etc
available Call Steve
767-9178
MOWING Free
estimates (270)2930508
!AYERS LUMBER
Kifchen •.13ath-krthildbws•Door's'
1106fIri0 ••,8r8in0
Fr6eiEstirnales

(270)793-6459
FUTRELL'S Ire.
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding. firewood Insured
489-2839

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service
Free estimates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

REUBEN'S
PROFESSIONAL
LAWN CARE
Servicing Calloway
Marshall Co
Free estimates
(270)293-2797

I

REYNOLDS
& SON'S LLC
• Bush Hogging
• Land Clearing
• Tractor Work
• Dirt,Grayel Hauling
(270)226-9015

Aidridge & sacCuisten
Roofing Co
11$e veers amp.
Lkeensed corstrs0W4
roe Estliwiduil
' '012911.4020
,270)201.24

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable but
inaccuracies
do
occur Readers using
Ibis information do so
at their own risk
Although persons and
companies mentioned
hereto are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray
Ledger
Times nor any of its
employees
accept
any
responsibility
whatsoever for their

ThiimOs(in
Ceramic •Marble
-Hardwood
Licensed & Insured

YARD- rn-o-szirig----servic
es Fair prices Free
estimates 978-2397

(lAsSIHEDS

Murray Ledger & I inn's

I hursday, %birch 26. 2009 • 3B

Horoscope

Oland

Commercial &
Residential

by Jacqueline Bigar

TAOYEA S
Construchot
Pole Barr,,

t 4.

Ur( I,

'Licensed & Insured
'Scheduled Mowing
FREE ESTIMATES

c,iii
270.227.1591

Shingles & Met,
Rooting

Owner Daniel Tiet
(270)804-6884

WEDELS TREE
SERVICE
•i °Lai •tu Ems
•Tr.mminig
• lrike down *Removal
•
Truc k Chipper

hi

127C)293-5105
4270441-1SW

ey• -11^

Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
*Trees shaped trimmed or removed
*Stump Removal 'All modern opquipment
it,".1 hour emergency service 'Licensed A Insured

Ron Frame Jr.
Res: 270-474-0323• Cell. 270-227-3140
No job is complete until customer ts satisfied

SUBSCRIBE 101 )

\rrd help
Promoting srittr
r

Call us we will be
glad to help
Murray Ledger & Times

270-753-1916

751-1916

A PP1
BIRTHDAV
for
riday, March 27, 24109:
Recognize how much you
.Kcomplish this year. Sa)II1)1
to power plays is the hest way tu
come out ahead. Back off (il people with that type of need for
control. Meetings, networking
and friendships play big roles
and draw in more of you'
desires. Expand your immediate
circle and meet new people. II
you are single and you would
like to 'hook up." know that it
can happen. Just he available If
you are attached, the two of you
create much more of what you
want through socializing and
perhaps pursuing a new hobby. A
Photo provided
fellow ARIES admires your way
GOLD TAGS AWARDED: Murray Elementary students earn a gold tag when they have of handling difficult situations.
received ten tiger tags for going above and beyond the Guidelines for Success. Janet Caldwell,
principal, presents the gold tags to students on the Tiger Cub News program each morning. The Stars Show the Kind of
Students receiving the award March 16 - 22 were: P1: Nathan Jackson, Gavin Ohnemus, Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic. I.
Ender Royalty, Leine VanWaes, Daniel Klukan. Xavier Chavis and Hanna Scott; P2, Nicholas Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so. I
Difficult
Welch; and P4: Seth Demand.

Murray High School
students compete in
TEAMS on MSU campus
Recently
Murray
High
School junior and senior students competed in the Tests of
Engineering
Aptitude.
Mathematics and
Science
(TEAMS) Competition
at
Murray State University. While
competing. the MHS junior varshy group scored the highest in
their division,
Held as a first time event on
MSU's campus. TEAMS is an
annual academic competition
that gives students, in grades 912. the opportunity to discover
the practical application of math
and science by solving some of
today's greatest engineering
challenges. More than 14.0(91
students compete every year in
this fun and fast-paced competi-

lion that inspires creativity.
teamwork, critical thinking and
valuable insight into the world
of engineering.
Groups of four to eight memhers work as a group for 90 min
utes on Part I that contains hi
multiple choice questions. Part
two is also held for 90 minutes
and contains four open-ended
questions.
Melanie Dawson, M HS
Math and Science teacher, said
she is extremely proud of these
students. "I appreciate their
willingness to try something
Photo provided
new, to give up a Saturday and
he challenged at this very diffi- Pictured, from row, from left, are Ryan Miller, Kullen Balthrop, Hyo Jae Lee, Alex Nance, Paul
cult level. They represented Gong, and Dylan Benningfield, back row, from left, Michael Orr, Shawn Schuring, Aaron
Cunningham, Mason Manning. and Tony Tang. Not pictured are Chloe Zimmerer and Sudan
Murray High very well."
Loganathan

KHS seeking nominations for Kentucky History Teacher of the Year
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
Kentucky Historical Society
(KHS) is seeking nominations
for the annual Kentucky History
Teacher of the Year award.
Administered by the Gilder
Lehrman Institute of American
History, one award will he given
to one outstanding teacher of
American history from each
state. U.S. territory, and
Department of Defense school.
The History Teacher of the
Year award is designed to promote and celebrate the teaching

of American history in classrooms across the United States.
The Kentucky winner will
receive a 51.000 honorarium
and will be in the running for the
National History Teacher of the
Year award to be selected this
fall. A core archive of history
hooks and materials' will he
given to the school library of the
award winner, as well.
Nominees must have at least
three years of experience teaching American history. a strong
career commitment to teaching

the subject. evidence of creativ- dents. scholars, and the general
ity and imagination in the class- public. It helps create historyroom through the use of docu- centered schools. organizes
ments, artifacts, historic sites, or seminars and programs for eduother primary materials. This cators. produces pnnt and elecyear, only elementary teachers. tronic publications and traveling
grades kindergarten through exhibitions, sponsors lectures by
sixth, are eligible fin nomina- eminent historians, and administion. The nomination deadline ters a History Teacher of the
Year Award in every state. The
is April 30. 2009.
Founded in 1994, the Gilder Institute also conducts awards
Lehrman Institute of American including the Lincoln. Frederick
George
and
History promote% the study and Douglass,
love of American history. The Washington Book Prizes, and
Institute serves teachers. stir- offers fellowships for scholars

to work in the Gilder Lehrman
Collection. 'The Institute mainsites,
Web
two
tains
www.gilderlehrman.org and the
online
quarterly
journal
www.historynow.org.
Additional information can be
found on the Teachers page of
the KHS Web site, www.history.ky.gov. Contact Rebecca
Hanly, administrator of KHS
teacher and student outreach, at
502-564-1792, ext. 4475, or
Rebecca.Hanly@ky.gov, with
any questions.
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Honor Roil
Calloway County Middle McCall Douglas Key, Ashley Madison Raye Connell. Tristan
School has released the names Rose Kotler. Chaz Eric Manus*. Robert Crady*. Elizabeth Oaks
McClain'. Crass. Lorynn Paige Den,.
Jo
listed on the honor roll for the Stephanie
third nine weeks of school as Whitney Lauren McGuire. C'odey Lee Dumas. Jeremy
Kayla Lynn McNutt, Enk Jules Wayne Duncan. Trey Franklin
follows:
Brad
Mikulcik*,
Renee Duncan, Sarai Marie Dunn.
* denotes all A's
Charles Emily
Eldridge.
Michelle
Logan
Mitchell.
SIXTH GRADE
Johanna Nicole Adams Mitchell*. Meredith Margaret Samuel Hudson Elliott, Callie
Darnall*. Courtney LcAnn Mullins*. Cassidy Alexis Neal*. Rae Emerson•, Logan Chandler
Adams. Kaytlynn Marie Adams. Italy Orduna. Bryce Patrick On, Enoch*. Landon Tyler like*.
:Austin Tyler Alexander. Tiffany Erin Elizabeth Orr*. Ladona Wyatt W. Frame*. Dakota Lane
:Angel Michelle Andrews. Chance Overbey*. Katarina Futch. Raegan Elizabeth Green.
Lambert
. Hunter Alan Bailey*. Marlee Nicole Owen, Matt Allen Alexander Garth
Rose Barrett. Dayna Racanne Parrish*, James Caleb Paschall. Gullixson•, Hunter Shawn
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Tristin Keith Cole*. Ely Cooper Ryan.
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Michael
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Anther Lynne Miller,
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Michelle
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William Luke Emerine. Danielle Jacob Andrew Sutton. Seth Nelhoff*.
Reece
Marco
Marie
Jamie
Nicole Ericson*.
Richard Svebakken*. Blair ()'Bryan. Courtney Leighann
Foster. Gavin Dale Fox, Logan Autumn Tibaldi. Mark Richard Outland Amber Lynn Parker*.
Wayne Fox. Clayton Colson Tyler*. Marko Andre Vazquez. Justen Dean Pollock,. Jula I).
Anthony John C. Venice. Connor James Pool. Devyn Brooke Poston.
Frame. Michael
Franco. Derek Logan Fry'. Wagner*. Nicholas Taylor Robert F. Pruitt. Katie). Ann
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Christopher Dain Saito-9We.
7th grade
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Morgan Lee Adams, Parker Heather Shawn Schmitt. I aniren
Alicia Louise Grady*. Andrew Elliott Adams*. Michael Todd Elizabeth Shecsley. Suiiiiner
Paxton Green, Delissa Ann Arnett*. Iris Mercedes Avila*. Nicole Simmons*, NiLholas
'Green*, Wade Thomas Griggs, Laiken Alyssc Balmer, Cody Wayne Snodgrass. Abbey
Stanley Brian Hale. Tiffany. Lane Bergman*, Erica Leanne Elizabeth Spann, Milrlatia Lee
Ryan Hammons. Ben R. Boehmer. Joseph Levi Briggs, Spengler. Caleb James Stewart.
Hanneman. Audree 1.ayne Michael Christopher Broh. Bradley Ian Stokes, Tyler Keith
Jake
Alexander
Harper*. Caitlyn Paige Hensley. Brittany Rose Brown*. Hunter Stone'.
Sarah Jensen Humphreys'. Brent Bucy*. Jessica Paige Stowers.
Kaytlin
Michelle
Skyler Pierce Hunter*. Cody Burris. Dustin Wyatt Cagle.
Ember Thomas David Canning*. 'Thompson*, Haley Nicole
Jackson*,
Austin
Clark*. Tidwell. Kaki Manic Trice.
Janesse
Lynizee Jones. Joshua Aaron Darrah
Jones*. Kristen Lane Kelly, Nathaniel William Clause*. Marissa Leigh T)son. Phillip

ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** You naturally move in the
right circles and say the right
thing. Nevertheless. a boss could
pick holes in your actions. You'll
prevail because of an innate gentleness. A meeting proves to be
resourceful. Tonight: Only what
would make you happy.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Listen to what is being
said. You'll gain more information
through observation and thinking
Be careful with what looks like a
secret. You'll see a situation in a
new, dynamic light if you listen
more. Tonight Take a nap
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You can be found
where the action is. For those of
you who are willing to make
fewer judgments and stretch your
thinking, success will follow
Network, schedule meetings and
be sensitive to others' alternatives. Tonight. Zoom in on what
you want.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Take a stand, but also be
willing to listen to others'
responses. You'll integrate new
ideas as a result. Your humor and
caring will come out if you drop
your defenses. Be authentic
Tonight • A must appearance
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Reach out for others
and be willing to honor tradition
Make calls and touch base with
the many important people in
your life. Opportunity strikes out
of the blue You need to be able
to make an immediate response
Tonight: Follow the music
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Working with one per
son at a time could make all the
difference Your ability to grow
and evolve is highlighted
because of a key associate or
partner Know that you don't
always have to agree AISO
understand that power plays do
not work -- respect will Tonight
Be a duo
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Let someone else make
the call. You could be taken
aback by circumstances or a situation in your life. Remain open
and direct when dealing with others or when asked a question
Don't let fear interiere with a relationship. Tonight Out and about
- TGIF
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Experience the feeling of <1
job well done New beginnings
are more than possible with a
real estate or domestic matter
You II achieve a 10t if you don't try
to push arid lust smile Have faith
in your abilities Tonight Put your
feet up
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dc.
21)
**** Allow yourself to become
more playful and understanding
Your visualization of a situation
needs to be shared, even if it is
funny. Others will appreciate the
laugh. If you can take a long
lunch. do. Think about leaving
work early. Tonight Take off
asap Start your weekend
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Prioritize, and you will
accomplish more Be upbeat and
handle a personal matter headon What you see and think could
change radically with new inforcoming
mation
forward
Someone goes out of his or her
way to make you comfortable
Tonight Order in
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your words have an
unusual caring or appreciation in
their tone Others respond and
finally want to talk Let conversations flow and be sensitive to
options Your mannerisms and
attitude speak more than your
words Tonight Check out your
favorite haunts
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You might need to spend
some money on yourself If you
are feeling insecure, perhaps you
need to buy a new item to dress
up your wardrobe Your instincts
lead you in a financial matter,
whether buying a lottery ticket or
a bigger investment Tonight
Curb over-indulgence
BORN TODAY
Singer Sarah Vaughn (1924)
Brazilian TV star Xuxa 41963)
actor Michael York (1942)
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looldnoBack
10 years ago
Calloway Countains have
been asked to remove trash.
including old tires form roadsides and private property as
part of Commonwealth Cleanup Week. Pictured are Phillip
Lynn Rogers and Wade Rogers
loading another truck full of
ties from a dump site. The photo
was by Staff Photographer
Edward Sheridan.
Published is a picture of
William (Peck) Jones of Almo
tilling his ground for another season of gardening on Finley
Road. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
20 years ago
John Thompson of Murray
has been selected as a participant in the 1989 class of Leadership Kentucky.
Births reported include a girl
to Tracy. and Webb Clay. a boy
to Lou Ann and Alan Hendrickson and a boy to Tammy and
Kenny Stanford. March 23.
Murray State University Lady
Racers won 84-73 over Richmond Lady Spiders in the first
round of the National Women's
Invitational Basketball Tourna.
ment at Amarillo. Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Puckett
will he married 50 years Apnl
30 years ago
Five new directors of Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce are Larry Hurt. Dr. Marshall Gordon. James E. Garrison. Sammy Joe Parker and
Holmes Ellis.
Mr. and Mrs. Garlon E. Clark
will be married 50 years March
30.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy West.
March 12, a girl to Mr and
Mrs. Larry W. Wilson. March
14: a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Ricky Wade, March IS; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Shupe.

March 21
40 years ago
Elected as officers of Friends
of Library were Arlie Scott.
president. Dr. Harold Eversmeycr. vice president. Mrs. Ray
Broach, secretary. and Mrs.
George Fielder, treasurer. Directors are Charlie Lassiter, Dave
Willis and Dr Ruth Cole
Army Pvt. Hugh D. Barksdale. son of Mr and Mrs. Hugh
M Barksdale, has completed
advanced training as a combat
engineer at Fort Leonard Wood.
Mo.
Murray High School Band
won first and Calloway County High school Band won second at the band festival held
at Murray State University.
50 years ago
J.D. Collins. son of Mr. and
Mrs. W.W. Collins of Dexter,
was promoted to private first
class at Fort Bliss. Texas. where
he is stationed with the 815th
Engineer Battalion of the United States Army.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr and Mrs. Daymon Turner
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Reuben Chnsmari.
Mrs. Lowell King presented
a lesson on "Machine Attachments" at a meeting of the
South
Murray
Homemakers
Club held at the King home.
60 years ago
The current issue of "In Kentucky" magazine gave Murray
a substantial boost in its claim
to -Birth Place of Radio" in
the Kentucky picture group.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Snyder, March 22.
The senior class of Lynn
Grove High School. accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Eciron
Jeffrey. have returned from a tour
of points in Central and Eastern Kentucky.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Family swimming in baby gifts
should invest in child's future
DEAR ABBY: I would like
to offer a suggestion to "Tired
Morn in the City' :Jan. 171,
whose baby's eight grandparents have overloaded the family with unneeded and redundant gilts. That mother should
harness the
generosity
of those loving grandparents.
"Tired
Mom" and
her husband
should
set
up a 529
college savings plan for
By Abigaii
baby
their
Van Buren
girl if they
haven't
already done so. It's a wonderful program that helps parents, family members and
friends to save toward a child's
college education. Those loving and obviously generous
grandparents can contribute to
the fund.
By contributing to their
granddaughter's 529 fund, the
grandparents will be giving a
lifelong gift rather than an
item that will be discarded or
outgrown. They will be providing a college education for
the child, and the parents will
nut be burdened by huge loans.
-MOM
OF TWO
IN
ROCHESTER. N.Y.
DEAR MOM OF TWO:
Thank you for an excellent
suggestion. Readers who are
interested in setting up a 529
plan should consult their financial adviser or bank officer.
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I had the same problem

Dear Abby

Todayintlistory
By :the Associated Press
Today is Thursday. March 26.
the 85th day of 2(8)9 There are
280 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 26. 1979, a peace
treaty was signed by Israeli Prime
Minister Menathem Begin and
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat
and witnessed by President Jimmy
Carter at he White House.
On this date
In 1804. the Louisiana Purchase was divided into the Territory of Orleans and the District
of Louisiana.
In 1827. composer Ludwig van
Beethoven died in Vienna.
In 1859. English poet A.E.
Housman was born in Worcestershire.
In 1892, poet Walt Whitman
died in Camden. N.J.
In 1917, the Seattle Metropolitans became the first U.S. team
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to win the Stanley Cup, defeating the Montreal Canadiens.
In 1958, the U.S. Army
launched America's third successful satellite. Explorer 3.
In 1959. American author Raymond Chandler died in La Jolla.
Calif.. at age 70.
In 1971, East Pakistan proclaimed its independence, taking
the name Bangladesh.
In 1997. the bodies of 39 members of the Heaven's Gate techno-religious cult who'd committed suicide were found inside a
rented mansion in Rancho Santa
Fe, Calif.
Ten years ago: American-led
NATO forces launched a third
night
of
airstrikes
against
Yugoslavia. Dr. Jack Kevorkian
was convicted in Pontiac. Mich.,
of second-degree murder for giving a lethal injection to a patient
with Lou Gehrig's disease. an

action videotaped and broadcast
on CBS'"60 Minutes." Kevorkian
served eight years an prison.1 A
cunning computer virus named
"Melissa" began infecting computers across the country.
Five years ago: Phoenix Bishop Thomas O'Bnen was sentenced
to four years' probation and 1,000
hours of community service for a
hit-and-run accident that killed
pedestrian Jim Reed. Actress Jan
Sterling died in Woodland Hills,
Calif.. at age 82. Jan Berry. half
of the surf music duo Jan and
Dean. died at age 62.
One year ago: Behind the Pentagon's closed doors, U.S. military leaders told President George
W. Bush they were worried about
the Iraq war's mounting strain on
troops and their families, but indicated they'd go along with a bnef
halt in pulling out troops during
summer 2008.
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with four sets of grandparents.
We handled the duplication of
gifts by having the grandparents keep them M THEIR
homes so when it was their
turn to baby-sit, or we visited them, they would have all
the necessities at hand. "Tired
Mom" might consider suggesting something similar. -- L.M.
IN GREENWOOD. MO.
DEAR ABBY: My children
received many gifts, but what
they remember the most is the
time they spent with their
grandparents. Having a book
read to them, visiting the aquarium, tieing pushed in a stroller
for a walk around town and
heanng the birds and smelling
the flowers -- even the loving
greeting one grandmother gave
my little girls at the door when
they visited -- these, not material things, were the 'gifts"
that counted the most. -- NO
LONGER A TIRED MOM
DEAR ABBY: I set up an
education account for each of
my nine grandchildren. There
is no better gift than a solid
education that will enable my
grandchildren to provide for
themselves when they are
grown.
My grandfather gave me
stock when I was a child. I
didn't appreciate it at the time.
but the dividends from that
stock paid for summer camp.
college tuition and, eventually, a down payment on a house.
What better way to establish
your grandchildren and help
them to achieve a better life?
-- NANA OF NINE IN KENTUCKY
DEAR ABBY: My grandparents were generous, too
What they lavished me with
was time and attention. At
Christmas and on birthdays. I
received a small gift. But the
really great gift -- which I
didn't totally understand when
I was young -- was a savings
bond in my name. Those bonds
added up over the years and
helped to fund my college education.
I am 46 now. I remember
how much they loved me and
how' concerned they were about
my future. I still have some
of the bonds my grandparents
gave me tucked away for a rainy
day. My husband and I are
now continuing the tradition
with our granddaughters. -KELLY IN DECATUR, ILL.
•••

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbhy.com or P.O. Box 69440,Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
•••

Cause of muscle spasms
difficult to find
ing is wore than taking too many
pills
I was referred for physical
therapy but quit alter three weeks
because there was no significant
change in my situation. Now I
am frustrated and depressed
because no one can tell me what
is causing these symptoms and
how to make them stop.
waiting to we
all) currently
the neurologist again He ordered
X-rays of my thoracic and lumbar spine. which showed normal
hut not significant degeneration,
mild to moderate spurring and
mild scoliosis. I assume the next
step will be to have an MRI of
these areas.
I don't know what else to do
The pain is not extreme or debilitating, but when the muscle spasms
stan. sleeping, standing and walking become challenging, if not
impossible. My coordination is also
suffering because my leg muscles
have become so stressed.
DEAR READER: Your symptoms suggest to me that you have
a pinched, compressed or damaged nerve somewhere in your
hack. Given the numbness, tingling and spasms are confined to
your lower hack, buttocks and
legs, I would venture to guess
the problem lies somewhere near
your sciatic nerve.
Sciatica usually affects only
one leg but on occasion can affect
both. Your X-rays have shown
only mild degenerative changes.
but this does not mean serious darnage isn't occurring because of
them. If a disc slips a fraction
of a millimeter in the wrong direction, it can create tremendous pain
and debilitating symptoms.
I understand this is a difficult
situation. but I urge you to follow your neurologist's advice.

DEAR DR.G01-1: Ten months
ago. I woke up with numbness.
tingling and muscle spasms
throughout my body The sensations lasted just over a week and
then went away
Over
the next few months.
they
would
come
back
occasionally
:n my face
and head for
up to a week.
only to disappear again I
would
describe the
feeling
as
electncal currents running
though
my
By
face and head
Dr. Peter Gott and numbness
in my nose
and lips.
I went to see my primary care
physician, who sent me to a neurologist He checked my reflexes, examined my gait and sent
me home. Several weeks later, I
went to a different neurologist.
who ordered X-rays and an MRI
of my head and neck. Because
of some disc misalignment. i was
given exercises to do. This helped,
but I continued to have problems.
now in my lower hack, down into
my buttocks and legs.
My sleep is affected because
I have muscle spasms that run
from my back, around to my
stomach, and down both legs into
my feet. When I wake up. I feel
as though I have run a marathon.
It used to only be occasionally.
but now it seems like it happens
every night and has progressed
to the point where I requested a
prescription sleep aid because I
couldn't sleep at all. I don't like
taking medication, but not sleep-

Dr. Gott

ContractBridge
Forewarned Is Forearmed
West dealer.
Both sides vulnerable
NORTH
•A 7.92
V K 83
•A Q 7
•K 64
WEST
EAST
41() 10 9 3
•K 6
6
•
V10 2
•J 9 Fi 5 2
•K 104
+1093
•AQJ 872
SOUTH
•.1 84
VAQ19754
•6 3

rutted dummy's remaining club and
led a spade to the ace.
East had followed these proceedings with a watchful eye and rcaltzed
that it' he played loss on the sec of
spades, he would next be thrown into
the lead with the king. tie would then
be forced to return a diamond into
dummy's A-Q or else to yield a ruff.and-discard by returning a club.
Either way, South would gain his
10th trick And so, when the ace of
spades v,as played, East dropped his
king im it!
Declarer did the best he could hy
continuing with a spade, but West
won, cashed another spade and
shifted to a diamond to put the contract down one.
At the other table, the play to the
first Iwo tricks was exactly the same.
hut this time declarer led a spade to
the ace at trick three This made it
very difficult for East
who had far
less infornation at his disposal than
Iris counterpart at the first table — to
get rid if the king. and in practice he
simply follossed loss. South then
drew trumps and ruffed a club before
exiting with a spade to the king to
make Ms contract.
There is no question that some
luck was needed to make four hearts
on this deal, but an equal measure of
skill also was required to take full
ads antage of it.

The bidding:
West
North
East
South
1 NT
Pass
2*
4•
Opening lead
ten of clubs.
Winning players seem to have
much more luck than those who are
less successful. This. of course, is not
true. Over a period of tune. luck is
distributed evenly for everyone. The
big difference, though, is that those
who win are better at taking ads antage of gtxxi fortune when It arises.
Consider this deal trom a teamof-lour contest where both NorthSouth pairs reached four hearts_ Al
the first table, the club ten was covered by the king and ace, and South
rutted Last's club continuation. lie
then played the A-K of trumps.

Tomorrow: Test your play.
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1 Garden hose
crimps
6 Bubbles up
11 Tenderfoot
13 Descend a cliff
14 Teaser
15 Ticked off
16 Colony member
17 Scale note
18 KGB
counterpart
20 Behaviors
22 Skirt bottom
23 Grow together
25 Moose kin
26 Woodwind
instrument
27 Sheik colleague
29 Adviser
31 Zig opposite
33 Morse signal
34 Doughnut
orders
37 High mountain
40 Like vampire
movies
41 S urdy tree
II

2

1

1

4

43 Wished undone
45 Joule fraction
46 Philbin or Saiak
49
8Ba
Noc
t kagain
ig
Strong
5
50
1 E
watchdog
53 Cc
54
Weekly program
56 Flower organ
58 Paperless
exams
59 Converses
DOWN
1 Special skill
2 Trace element
in salt
3 Reno loc
4 Kipling novel
5 Fleece
6 Geishas
accessories
7 Cast a vote
8 Billing dept
9 Falling star
10 Sticky mud
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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12 Adams or
Brickell
13 Prioritized
19 Intention
21 Graceful tree
22 Cinemax rival
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FIRST
YOUR COLORING PLACE
IN
BOOK WON
WHAT"'
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THE TEACLIER
ENTERED YOUR
PICTURES IN TNE
COLORING CONTEST
AND YOU WON !

I DIDN'T COLOR
A8'4 PICTURES"
I KEEP TELLING
THEM 1-1-4AT!

WE'S YOUR
DOG, CHARLIE
BROWN.
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STAND
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24 Dither
26 Furry
swimmer
28 - Dawn
Chong
30 Playful bite
32 Trolls
34 Attic window
35 Internet suffix
36 Marsupial
pocket
38 Wiedersehen
39 Jim Henson
frog
40 Fresco base
42 Room and
board
44 Toy-store
stock
46 Peepers
47 Saga
50 - Abner of
Comics
52 Powdery
residue
55 Nile god
57 Prof's aide

